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Comments from NOVA Graduates by Campus: 
Class of 2011 

 
Introduction  

 
Every year the Office of Institutional Research, Planning, and Assessment (OIR) surveys NOVA graduates. The Graduate Survey 
collects information on graduates' employment and educational goals. The graduates are also asked to evaluate their academic 
instruction, instructors, and College services and facilities. This information is summarized in the Graduate Survey Report, which is 
published annually.  
 
Graduates are also asked to provide their thoughts and opinions on their college experience through a series of questions: what was 
best about their NOVA education, what problems they experienced as NOVA students, and how the College could improve its 
services. Since these comments directly address many of the issues the College is concerned with, all comments for the Class of 
2011 survey are included in this Report.  
 
In the 2010-11 academic year, 5,795 students graduated from the College. Of this group, 577 students completed a Graduate Survey 
and many commented on their educational experience at NOVA. Graduates provided positive feedback about NOVA programs, staff, 
and instruction. Although many graduates expressed satisfaction with their education at NOVA, some of the 2010-11 graduates also 
mentioned concerns about the College.  
 
OIR has taken special precautions to ensure that survey responses and comments are not linked to any graduate to maintain 
confidentiality. Therefore, comments are presented only by campus. In addition, minimal edits to the comments (e.g., spelling and 
grammar) were made in order to enhance comprehension. When respondents referred to a particular faculty or staff member, the 
name was deleted. Please contact OIR at (703) 323-3129 with comments or concerns. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
AL Flexibility to the programs courses, account dept instructors. 
AL The diversity of ideas and experience made for a classroom unique to any other college. 

AL 
Mrs. X (Architecture) the attention my faculty advisor paid attention so what I was trying to accomplish. My instructors in 
Architecture were great teachers and mentors, the AAS Dean was also very helpful and supportive (see below problem) 
these personalities made it a joy for me so come to NOVA Alexandria! 

AL Convenient. Close to my home. Affordable. 

AL 
I think the teachers for the most part were wonderful. Most of them were very willing to share their knowledge. Many of them 
were willing to go the extra mile to help students be successful. I have attended NOVA more than once, and have several 
degrees from there. Also attended several campuses, so I have a wide variety of experience with them. For the most part I 
would rate the teachers as excellent. 

AL I was very pleased with the veteran’s office to assist me filing paperwork to qualify for VA benefits. The office did an 
excellent job in fixing veteran of any program changes. 

AL Class size. Easy to talk to teachers. 
AL Nothing. 
AL Each teacher had an amazing personality. Their passion for teacher helped me to find direction in my life. 

AL 
While I had very knowledgeable professors in all my courses, two stood out and I found their classes engaging, challenging, 
thought-provoking. (Dr. X, political science and Dr. Y, economics) these courses forced me to think outside of the box and I 
am grateful for having taken classes with each of them, esp. Dr. Z. (NOVA – Alexandria). 

AL Class time that fit my schedule. 

AL 
The faculty was helpful and accommodating in the conduct of each course and providing assistance when required. My 
student services advisor did an awesome job of making certain I could meet the degree requirements of my program.  This 
is my second A.A.S. degree from NOVA and this educational experience was very positive, as was the first. 

AL There is no way to say how important Professors X and Y were to my development. I should also add Professors Z and W to 
this group of people who defined my experience at NOVA. 

AL I was able to obtain math skills I otherwise would have never gained. This truly helped me to further my higher education. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

AL What I found was the best about NOVA was my experience in student’s leadership and the compelling courses that I took 
with Professor X and Dr. Y. 

AL 
Great professors, quality education, cost effective fits to working students’ schedule. First knowledge level to 4-year 
colleges.  Excellent start from base – ESL class. Overall I am grateful to my school NVCC I opened my eyes here, I will 
pursue further degree with less difficulty. 

AL Only a few professors actually had me push myself. The rest were mediocre at best; the rest such as student activities, 
socializing, access to many things never appealed to me. 

AL Architecture teacher at Alex. 
AL There were night classes. Offered once a week class for students that can only do/go to class once a week. 
AL Teachers were good, always available and helpful. 
AL Instructors were enthusiastic and extremely helpful. It was an all around positive experience. 
AL Degree. 

AL Some teachers were great, Professors X, Y, and Z, but most of the others were ok, a lot of the ones who had been at NOVA 
a while seemed irritated with the administration and weren’t always good. 

AL 
Wide variety of countries /people. Some of the lectures were inspiring, some knew their subject too much they forgot to 
teach it, but were readily helped when I got confused, loved my dancing class, although I initially thought some of these 
courses were not related to my major in any way. 

AL I enjoyed my classes and I liked how affordable they were. 

AL 
My professors were a big part of my experience at NOVA. If it was not for them some of my classes would not have been 
understandable or very interesting. 
I loved NOVA and everything was wonderful about it. I enjoyed the students, the activities, clubs, the location of my campus 
in Alexandria it was a great experience that prepared me for George Mason. 

AL It helped me a lot because I got to take some course I had never taken before. Courses that count to my major, I also had a 
lot of help from the school. 

AL 
I loved studying at NOVA because it was a comfortable environment everywhere. The professors were very good. My only 
problem was that sometime professors were very strict about due dates. Once I missed an online class test and wasn’t given 
a chance to take it again. I work full-time and also have a son. So sometimes it’s hard to catch up with due dates or forget 
about them. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

AL 
I was able to take both online and classroom courses as well as use classes from my first go-round at NOVA (pre career, 
marriage, kids) to fulfill my associate degree 30+ years after graduating high school, I thoroughly enjoyed both the online 
and in-person interaction with the educators, staff and students at NOVA. 

AL The teachers were very good and helpful. 
Usually the courses were very easy to follow. 

AL 
I mostly had very good teachers. 
Classes were usually available that I wanted. 
Classes were scheduled well. 
Tutoring when I needed it was VERY helpful. 

AL The time and effort teachers put everyday into helping their students with success. 

AL I was blessed with finding a professor that is so giving and helpful toward her students, Professor X in the Education 
department gives me to encouragement and love to continue working in the field of education of preschool. 

AL Some of the professors are outstanding and really care a lot about their students and the subject they teach. Professors X, 
Y, and Z were fantastic. So were both of my best Spanish professors. 

AL What was best were the cheap tuition prices, but every year it began going up which I did not like too much. 

AL Being able to take classes at night. 
NOVA has good reputation among employers in the DC areas. 

AL Preparation for continuing my college degree. Building confidence to learn and excel as a great student. 
AL Satisfied with most instructors. 

AL When I had great professors, especially for math. The professor makes the difference. I was in the pathway program, so I 
had great counselors. 

AL Flexible schedule helped me to attend school without losing my job. 

AL I had really great professors at NOVA, some of which I wish were at Mason. They really helped me to understand the 
foundation that makes up my major. 

AL 
My Japanese Instructors. Professors X and Y! 
Want to repeat the classes I aced so I can learn more from them! 
My history professor from a long time ago, Dr. X. In My Editing and proofreading , Professor X. 

AL I liked the flexibility of courses, the knowledgeable professors with job experience in subject matter. I also found computer 
labs to be very helpful during my time at NOVA. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
AL Accessibility, convenience, flexibility, cost. 
AL There were many classes available at many different times. 
AL Prepared me for the major I wanted to pursue/ which is a Bachelor’s in healthcare management. 

AL The best part of attending NOVA was its affordability and accessibility. Enrollment was easy and for the most part, the 
classes I needed for my major were available at the time I required. Faculty and staff were helpful and professional. 

AL I loved the experiences I had with professors, and their willingness to help me succeed –they were are incredibly 
professional and took a lot of time with me if I had any questions or concerns. 

AL The enthusiasm and availability of the faculty was amazing! They made the difficult task of going back to school an 
enjoyable challenge. 

AL The instructors  

AL 
Nearly every professor I had at NOVA was a great teacher, gave manageable and interesting assignments. Graded fairly, 
etc. because much of the faculty is adjunct or have another job in addition to teaching, they bring a good mix of real-world 
experiences into the classroom, which I feel that I benefited from. 

AL The abundance of classes, especially in the evening. I had some great teachers and professors as well. 
AL It was easy to take online courses and there were many courses readily available. 
AL Accessibility. Quality. 
AL Native American History. 
AL I thought the professors were excellent. 

AL 

My professors were my favorite people. They really inspired me and gave me the push to become better at architecture. 
Even though I go to the Catholic University of America now, I still come to NOVA to visit my professors and take summer 
classes. I appreciate NOVA because it raised me to reach my goal that I continue to pursue right now. Without NOVA, I 
wouldn’t be where I am or the person I am today. I appreciate my professors from NOVA so much. I really grew up to be a 
better person at NOVA, and learned so much to continue in my studies. 

AL The availability of online classes was fantastic! For the few classes that were not available online, NOVA was great about 
offering lots of different time slots and locations to take them. 

AL Higher educational preparation for pursuing a BA. 
AL Best educational providence. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

AL 
My best was to meet Ms. X, who always helped me and advised me with my courses. She was my counselor and the best, 
friend I ever had at NOVA. I am very thankful for the education I got at NOVA it helped me to get better with my English, 
math, bio, literature, and I enjoy to be an student when I was in my fifties and I was not discriminated because of my age. 

AL Ms. X was the best part of my education. She rally strives for each student to learn and to grow while in her class. She is the 
reason I decided to go to George Mason University. 

AL I had excellent professors. Great experience at NOVA overall. 
AL Certificate program 80% my teachers excellent cost. 
AL It was cheap. 

AL 
I enjoyed the diversity at NOVA and being able to meet many interesting people, both young and old and from all over the 
world. I had wonderful professors for the most part that I felt helped me to do my personal best. All my professors were 
knowledgeable in their field and brought many new prospective to many of my classes. 

AL Instructors and faculty are professional. 
Student government and activities are impressive. 

AL The diversity among my classmates and professors really enhanced my learning experience. 
AL Close to home, smaller classes, friendly staff nice environment. 
AL The overall atmosphere is a good transition to my university. 

AL 
- I like how easy it was getting to each campus and the parking situation was always decent. 
- I like the new part of the Alexandria Campus and how NOVA is always renewing them, students can actually see their 
tuition being put to good use. 

AL Geographically convenient; class times easy to accommodate working schedule. Degree and classes offered by 
experienced faculty and structure directly applies to professional requirements. Overall very satisfied. 

AL Course availability and closeness of parking. 
AL - Time availability. 
AL The school had courses in the evening which were very helpful to me since I worked in the day. 

AL 
The courses I took were all very helpful in assisting me for my transfer. I completed the associate’s degree and that helped 
me a lot in my application to my current school. The professors at NOVA were excellent. They gave me great advice and 
answered my questions clearly. 
Also, I had great experience in leadership through joining SIFE. It helped me a lot in applying universities as well. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

AL Best about my education was the class schedule for students who work. Also, the convenience of the campus. Most 
teachers are very knowledgeable and easy to reach. 

AL Small classes. 

AL Its multi-cultural nature of the classroom. 
Some instructors are really devoted to support their student unlike some others. 

AL 
Smart thinking was GREATLY helpful.  
Online classes. 
Keep it up! 

AL 
The classroom environment was very comfortable and everyone was very friendly. Most instructors, especially high level 
courses, Were very helpful and always offered advices to students.  Course availability is amazing and wonderful. The fact 
that there are a lot of courses to choose from and different times with different instructors, it helped me a lot. NOVA staff is 
very friendly and helpful, especially at the Student Services Center and counseling. 

AL Great professors! Each course I have taken was well planned and extremely effective. I also enjoyed the diversity in the 
classroom. 

AL Dedicated faculty or at least some of the faculty I had the opportunity to interact with, counseling is also great. 

AL It was a new experience. When I came from my country, NOVA was the first US education I has experienced. NOVA is good 
for first-time college student. 

AL 
NOVA’s experience helped me prepare myself for a 4-year university education program. The fact that there were a small 
number of students per class made the learning experience more dynamic and interesting. Instructors were able to focus 
more on students’ needs and concerns because the classes were not overly crowded. 

AL Location, price range for tuition, little homework. 
AL Campus and schedule. Quality education. Low tuition. 

AL As an international student, the Alexandria Campus was a place where I felt everyone was new and learned a lot from 
students. The teachers and prof. where friendly and understanding to the culture I come from. 

AL 

We think that in general, NOVA is an educational structure that works well for students whose major concern is immediately 
the work. Sometimes for certain students, it is an extra, a utility, in the career plan; i.e. obtaining certificates and diplomas to 
improve their rank at work. In fact, it is valuable in life. Finally for those who have the courage and ability to do so. NOVA 
helps really parents and students to pay for their studies at lowest cost. This is not the case in Universities expensive costs. 
There are good things and NOVA does it. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

AL Loved the teachers. Teacher-student relationships small classes. 
Website is super user friendly. 
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 Annandale Campus 

Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
AN The flexibility to use ELI and the vast number of courses to choose from. 
AN Can work with anyone’s schedule. 

AN Material was reasonable and challenging. ELI was very good. Excellent use of technologies and prepared me well for 
bachelor program. Extremely affordable and high quality education. 

AN Availability to campus. 
- Hours of classes (some). 

AN Location (Multiple campuses). 
- Class schedule (Variety). 

AN I learn a lot about travel destination the industry as a whole. I was able to take trip to Orlando and Las Vegas that 
provided tremendous educational opportunities. 

AN It was the personal time I had with the instructors. 
AN The hands on experience with labs and fieldtrips. 

AN 
History-Dr. X – NOVA is lucky to have such an excellent professor. English – Professor Y – she conquered my fear of 
writing papers; very nice person. Geology- Prof. Z – Saturdays – made science, rocks, minerals fun. 
- Everybody at the Reston campus. – My religion, calculus, accounting, professors. All the other students who wanted to 
be there and learn. I had a few advisors, in Manassas, through the years that were excellent. 

AN Curriculum and technical resources. 
AN Close to home and great to be part of NOVA community and the status it holds as being a great community college. 
AN Saved a ton of money! 

AN The accounting certificate curriculum was perfect for college graduate looking to make a career change. The instructors 
were knowledgeable and dedicated. ELI added flexibility to the program. 

AN The ELI availability and overall registration. Transfer s transcript was fast. 

AN The professors were often more qualified than any others that I have worked with. It was also very clear to me that they 
cared very much about actually teaching students. 

AN The ability to take classes online but still feel a part of the college. I got to know people at the testing centers very well. 
AN The low-stress environment allowed a quiet place to facilitate a good learning atmosphere. 
AN Real instruction that really prepared me for my field. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
AN The enthusiasm and professionalism of the professors and administrative staff were wonderful! 

AN I always had access to the computer labs and library which was very helpful to me, especially when I didn’t have a laptop 
of my own. I truly appreciated the fact that I could take online classes because it worked best with my schedule. 

AN 
It was very convenient and extremely affordable. The professors were very knowledgeable in their subject area. I took 
classes at the Woodbridge, Annandale and Alexandria campuses and was pleased across the board with each campus, 
class and professor. 

AN 
Affordable, flexible schedule; able to work 20-30 hours/week with full-time class schedule without major conflicts. 
- Was able to learn about a variety of subjects that I might not have studied without enforced degree requirements. 
- Lastly, maybe most importantly, transfer office and VCAC advisor were incredibly helpful to transfer process / finding 
best 4-yr university for me. 

AN The diversity in the student body. 

AN Price. 
- Being able to live at home. 

AN The class availability and some of the professors I had were very helpful and fair. 
AN Good professors very knowledgeable. 

AN Instructors were actually involved in the industry which offered good, practical advice on using scholarly information in the 
real world. 

AN 

Amount of courses available. 
- Diversity. 
- Poor academic advisement. 
- Understaffed counselors. 
- Lack of care from faculty. 
- Difficult dealing with academic staff and admissions. 
- I had to call several times to get my diploma mailed. 

AN Affordability, availability of courses and campuses and location. 

AN 
I had some truly excellent instructors, particularly Professors X and Y who encouraged me to pursue communications. I 
felt that several courses that I took all had professors who guided me and encouraged me to do my best. I adore the 
faculty at NOVA Annandale. 

AN Affordability; my $6,000 scholarship carried me through my 1st year at NOVA w/out having to pay anything out of pocket. 
After that it was easy for me to pay my classes without taking cut any school loans. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
AN The availability of classes and highly rated professors. 

AN I loved that a lot of my professors also taught at other Universities. That made me feel more confident in their experience 
and made me feel like was still receiving a good education. 

AN Class times were convent for working students. 
- Friendly teacher, some of the best. 

AN The teachers were strict, however appreciated this, it pushed me further for my education goals. Most of my teachers 
were humble and always offered help with all academic work. 

AN Most of the teaching staff was competent. Also, most had effective teaching methods. 

AN All the different campuses. They made it available all over northern Virginia, so when I had established a job, I could 
switch campuses and still go to school. 

AN The teachers there are really nice and really for teaching students. 
AN Course availability. Some great teachers. Financial Aid experience. Science labs were great. Price! 
AN NOVA offered me a safe, affordable and affection learning environment all staff member were kind and caring. 
AN It was cheaper than other universities. 
AN Affordable. 

AN 
There were a few teachers who were really good at teaching the material and receiving positive response interns of all 
the students understanding the material. (Ex. Dr. X for BIO 102 at Alexandria campus and Professor Y for CALC I at 
Fairfax Campus). Both of these professors were organized, patient, and very helpful and as a student I really appreciate 
their teaching style. 

AN 
Very nice teachers. 
- Helpful math center/ writing center. 
- If you have a will and want to work hard then NOVA staff really helps a student to succeed. 

AN The practical experience of the teachers. 
AN The paralegal student faculty especially Ms. X. 
AN To be able to transfer and be admitted at GMU. 

AN 
The material covered in my major’s courses was excellent. I went into GMU knowing more than people at my level that 
had only gone to GMU. 
- The price of credits is better than most 4-year colleges. 

AN The coziness and simplicity of the courses. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
AN I enjoyed teachers and the case of taking my time with my 2-year degree. 
AN It’s a close and affordable campus with many classes to help get you started in life. 

AN Taking business classes and being taught by great professors. Also, being able to meet people in my classes and build 
continuing friendships. 

AN The lectures. The teachers. 
AN My instructors. 
AN Teachers /instructors were fair, available and often very skilled, pedagogically speaking. 

AN 
The hands on projects and field trips in the Recreation Programming and Administration program really helped to solidify 
the concepts and principles being taught. Using real world examples in all coursework was much better than non-real 
examples. 

AN Affordable and close to home; easily accessible. 

AN The professors were amazing. Especially Professors X and Y in the accounting department, and Professor Z in the 
marketing department. 

AN It allowed me to get all my general education classes done for cheap. 
AN Easy process for registration. Good availability of advisors, tutors and professors. 

AN 
Some of the professors were very reliable and helpful throughout the course. The ones that really cared about teaching 
and helping students do well on their part to name a few: Professor X (ANAT). 
- Professor Y (PED). 
- Professor Z (ANAT). 

AN The teachers most of them excellent teaching and preparing classes. 
- The level of materials adequate to students. 

AN 
Some of the instructors were excellent. They were willing to teach from their life experience, as well as from the book. 
- Posting grades on blackboard were excellent. Also, when instructors give suggestions to assist students, it was helpful. 
Blackboard updates helped me very much. 

AN A lot of great teachers. 
- Registration. 

AN Small classes, professors are very considerate and helpful. 

AN Professor X! 
- Wonderful / helpful. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

AN 

Great schedule. 
- Class availability. 
- Parking. 
- Location. 
- Good instructors. 

AN Easy 
- Animation course talked about animation. 

AN Some teachers are great! Some I still see outside of class. Some were than helpful. One or two were a real impediment. 
AN The education could be all covered by FAFSA (Financial Aid). 

AN Learning. 
- Achieving educational goal and pursuing my career. 

AN Meeting some nice teachers and counselors. 
AN The teaching faculty, resources, and environment. 
AN The preparation for a four-year college and the achievement of an associate degree. 

AN 

My professors were by far, the best part of my NOVA education. Dr. X made me love history and gain an appreciation of 
other cultures. Dr. Y made me love chemistry and taught me to push myself – I far exceeded my own expectations with 
his help in understanding chemistry. I still recall Dr. Z’s stringent rules on grammar and proper MLA citation. Dr. Z 
introduced me to MLA citation and helped me understand how to properly cite references. He also made me enjoy 
analyzing articles I hated it at first, but grew to love it (analyzing articles). 

AN The recorded lectures for online courses. 
AN Cheaper tuition cost. 

AN I took my time because I didn’t know what I wanted to do, major problem was my advisor who never hardly emailed one 
back and gave me wrong info. College needs to improve on more human beings picking up the phones. 

AN I enjoyed each professor I had the privilege to learn from. Their dedication and love for what they do to their students are 
transparent through their work. 

AN Some professors were very good. Some were not. 

AN 
The advising service offered was the best aspect of my NOVA experience. Mr. X helped me figure out my track and 
how/what I would need to do in order to go to a four-year institution. Helping me keep the end goal in mind allowed me to 
stay focused on transferring. 

AN Many things about NOVA are good, even though I did not know it while I was attending. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

AN 
ELI. 
- Staff is very supportive and aware of life busy lives of students. 
- Material and curriculum is very practical and work related. 

AN 
Teachers are well-informed and understanding. There is specially one professor I would like to thank, Mr. X, who is a 
geology teacher at de Annandale campus. His understanding of geology and passion for the subject made me appreciate 
geology. My overall experience at NOVA was great. It is a great college. Please keep up the good work. I still miss 
NOVA. 

AN 
The best about my NOVA education was all of my professors. They are very nice and thoughtful. Even though I am not 
good at English. I still understand the all the lecture and concept of the courses. Especially, all professors who teach 
science classes. I love my professors very much! 

AN 
The class sizes and attention from the instructors. Advisors and instructors were easy to meet or communicate with. 
Ability to create and maintain a relationship with instructors and advisor(s). Instructors were well versed in the 
material/class they taught. Very organized instructors and course material. 

AN A lot of great teachers Ms. X, loved her! 
AN Reasonable costs and availability of courses both online and on weekends. 
AN Cost. Math and Engineering and physics professors were the best and knowledgeable. 
AN Class sizes were good and teaching staff was nice. 
AN Teachers were great and they knew the material. Many opportunities to get involved on campus. 
AN The math classes at NOVA were very helpful. 
AN N/A. 
AN Many the staff (professors). 

AN The best about my NOVA education was that I was able to receive a quality education with kind and intelligent instructors 
there was also a diverse group of students which I enjoyed during my studies. 

AN The interactive methods of teaching and the practical aspect of teaching and learning. Great laboratories and hands-on 
activities. 

AN The instructors were great-super knowledgeable and very available to students. The technology in the classrooms with 
white boards and smart boards was also really beneficial. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

AN 
Credit for work experience portfolios. Quite a few business associates of mine do not have the understanding that this 
program is available. Business professionals would benefit extensively from this program. I know and I completed five of 
my classes this way. My mother-in-law is a history professor with NOVA and didn’t even know about the program. 

AN 
The best thing about NOVA is the simplicity and detailed directions for registration. Most colleges have too many complex 
forms and requirements in order to get in. NOVA makes it very easy, especially for working students. 
- I got everything done in one day so all I had to do is take the math/English tests and sign up for classes. 

AN Could transfer most of my credits to the next school in order to complete my degree. Great/good music program. Thanks 
to Mr. X. 

AN Course availability / flexibility. 
- Course content. 

AN The ease and availability of classes. I was able to take the classes I wanted at the times I wanted. 
AN The instructors on average were excellent, and I was able to get help from them easily in and out of class time. 
AN An online program available is great my night classes were great and the amount available. 

AN The majority of the faculty was very knowledgeable about the subject they taught and were excellent in the craft of 
teaching. I was also pleased with the ample selection of evening and ELI classes available. 

AN The material of the course was very informative and the teachers are always very helpful. (Well at least the ones I’ve 
had). 

AN Cost effective and good curriculum. 
AN Professor. 
AN The best aspect of my NOVA education was the affordability. I received a decent education for a reasonable price. 

AN The many choices of courses and times and weekend courses available for adult education. The instructors were 
wonderful in teaching all subjects or courses I took. 

AN 
Surprisingly, I really enjoyed taking Professor X’s Bio 101 class. He made Biology a lot easier to understand than I had 
expected. Being that I was majoring in business, biology was a requirement for natural science therefore, I really wasn’t 
looking forward to the class at all but SCOH was by far, the best thing at NOVA! 

AN The education is good, but the instructors all are rushing to complete the schedule. The laboratories works are wonderful. 
AN The RPK program was a saving grace. 
AN Good guaranteed Admission programs. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

AN The school is local and reasonably priced. 
- I especially like online courses. 

AN The professors. 
AN It’s a very good for affordable education for AAS. 

AN 
My teachers were available, understanding, patient and sociable. 
- There were many activities on campus. 
- The counseling services were great and very helpful. 

AN The location was central and accessible. Ease of selecting courses at any time of the day. Availability of major courses in 
summer semester as well. 

AN Affordable. Excellent instructors. Great courses availability. 
AN Great transfer agreement with other universities. 
AN I love most of my professors there. They are so knowledgeable and nice. (Especially Mr. X, Mr. Y, and Mr. Z, Mr. W). 

AN 
By far the professors. I believe they are truly motivated to teach for the sake of teaching. (A special thanks to Professor 
X!). The availability of courses is the thing I miss the most (it’s really hard to get into classes here!) cultural diversity, 
although I wish it wasn’t so segregated. 

AN 
I liked the availability of many different class sections, ELI, hybrid, etc.  It fit my schedule well. I also liked the 
approachability of instructors, they were always helpful. NOVA is a great way to pursue the first 2 years of a bachelor’s 
degree. It’s affordable and has good transfer agreements with 4-year universities. 

AN The professors were great. Most of them had good jobs and were really encouraging. 
AN The fact that I was taught by professional practicing the field. This allowed for a connection to real world experience. 

AN 
Math tutoring center and all the help I got from there. Meeting new people who helped me learn so much about myself 
through who I related with the most and the least. Holding a work study position at the provost office in the Alexandria 
campus was the best part of my college life. 

AN I have learned a lot about American Culture and improved my English skills. 
AN I loved how professional the teachers were. They had a lot of knowledge. Also the computer lab was amazing. 

AN Affordable prices. 
- Transferable credits. 

AN The professional staff is qualified well enough, and the methods of teaching were very effective. 
- I enjoyed attending my classes because my professors were very enthusiastic about what they taught. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
AN Guarantee Admission program to the transferred university. 

AN 

I met professors who love to teach. They fueled my love of scholarship which led me to the study of environmental 
science at the university of Virginia. The libraries in NOVA are some of the best. NOVA was a second chance for me as a 
student. I loved the social experiences I was blessed to have. I met some of my best friends at NOVA, and all of them 
have moved on to 4-year universities. I took summer classes at NOVA and met a professor from American University; he 
changed my life, and inspired me as a thinker and a student. 

AN Exposure to diversity. 
Challenges and adversity of indifferent academic environment and administration. 

AN Some professors in the history and science department are superb. I have learned from them more than anybody else. I 
would like to recognize Professors X, Y, and Z. 

AN Course content was mostly very helpful. Also the convenience of the location. 
AN Good transition from high school. It helped create a good foundation for my bachelor degree. 
AN Prepared me to pursue my goals strongly. 
AN Relationships with acting, writing and history teachers. 

AN 
I had great professors in my courses. My instructors really helped the students learn the material, and especially if you 
are struggling. They really cared about their student’s success. I really enjoyed their tricks and tips on learning the 
material. Also, it was nice that they shared stories about /connecting to the information we were learning. Projects, films, 
and other material were very good learning tools. 

AN Pride, self-confidence, money. 
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 Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

LO Prof. Professor X. 
- Prof. Professor Y. 

LO Meeting people in the same career path. 
LO Flexibility of class schedule and availability of online and right classes. 

LO 

The best thing at NOVA from my experience was my English professor X. He was able to make me overcome my fear in 
writing and composing essays. He gave me freedom to write and open up in our own stories and my personal 
disappointing experiences. He is the best professor at NOVA. He truly cares about his students. He would always listen 
to me, offer extend hours to get help from him. Took him twice both times got on. 

LO NOVA has very nice science labs, math center, convenient locations, decent selection of times for classes (variety, night/ 
evening times), a lot of great teachers, overall I like NOVA more than Mason. 

LO I liked the availability of ELI class and schedule in which they were offered. 
LO Close to home. 

LO 

Met a couple of wonderful professors and one in particular, who I didn’t meet face to face – but left a lasting impression 
on me. I took a history class online with Professor X (Historian w/ Army Corps of Engineers) as I observed his online 
presentations I would be smiling and even crying sometimes depending on the topic. I felt I was in the trenches w/ the 
young Army men in France. It was an awesome class! 

LO 

While at NOVA, I had some really great teachers that really affected me in a positive way. One teacher specifically stood 
out. This professor would go out of his way to meet with you and help you. At one point, I was stuck on a math problem 
and we spoke on the phone, he would also meet with people regarding academic advising, etc. I had another professor 
who also went out of his way to help students. It was teachers like these that really made an impact on my education at 
NOVA. I only wish that all teachers could be like them. 

LO NOVA is very convenient for me and I enjoy the challenge from some of the courses. 
LO Being able to transfer. 
LO Saved a bunch of money, and I could take all general education courses for less than being at a 4-year college. 
LO Close to home. 
LO The availability of ELI courses. 
LO Teachers always helped and answered my questions they had good knowledge of the course they were teaching. 
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 Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
LO I feel I was well prepared for my education at George Mason. I also enjoyed the friends I made. 

LO I liked being able to complete my degree through ELI. I have worked full-time since finishing high school, so I was always 
busy. NOVA offers so many classes online and I think that helps a lot of students out, like me. 

LO Ease of accessibility to campus, nice being close to home and working at the same time. 

LO 
The quality of my education was excellent. It was just as good, if not better than some of my classes at George Mason; 
also, I now have some great mentors that I still talk to today. Also, I loved the online courses and their convenience. It fit 
my schedule nicely. 

LO Best financial aid available for students. Courses are available online and in the weekends. 

LO 
The math and biology professors are very professional and knowledgeable. I would take their classes again! The smaller 
class size is conducive for learning and class participation. 
- The office staffs are very patient and kind in Loudoun and Manassas. 

LO Proximity to home was okay. 
LO Close to home. Affordable. Good education. 

LO I really enjoyed learning SO much, thanks to the amazing professors NOVA has to offer. All the professors I had were 
extremely knowledgeable and pleasant. I enjoyed going to classes and wish I could still be at NOVA, over Mason. 

LO 
Overall I was very happy with the quality of education that I received from NOVA. I believe the best part was the skills of 
my instructors in delivering what I needed and in understanding my unique situation, full-time work, family life… I will 
name some of my instructors. Professors X, Y, Z, W. 

LO The teachers at NOVA did a great job adjusting to the students and their level of learning. I understood much of the 
material due to the time and effort the teachers put in to lessons and activities. 

LO The majority of instructors are very attentive, well- informed, and quite good at their jobs. Classes for general courses 
were usually always available for registration. 

LO My advisor was a great help. 

LO The best thing about my NOVA education is that I did it!! I love the ELI concept as it fit better into my schedule and life 
than traditional classroom. I look forward to returning to further my education in the future. 

LO Certain professors like Professors X, Y, and Z. The common thread was they all loved and were very knowledgeable, 
passionate and caring about both their students and subjects. 

LO It gave me confidence that I can succeed at a 4-year institute. Professor X was the best teacher I’ve have ever had. Give 
that man a raise! (Loudoun campus / biology). 

LO Great professors. 
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 Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

LO When I enrolled in Meteorology, Astronomy, History of the Civil War, and Historical Architecture. Very exciting and closer 
to my interest and future career. 

LO Leadership opportunities via student activities. 

LO 
The best thing about my NOVA education was enjoying the experiences form others students and teachers in early child 
development. I also enjoyed all projects and presentations in every session class that I am applying every day in my 
class with students, families and team professional in my school work, I am so proud of my NOVA graduation and I will 
continue pursuing an associate degree in the future. 

LO Almost all the professors I had were very good at what they did. 

LO 
To me NOVA is the best place for education; I wish I could finish my career program at NOVA. But unfortunately I didn’t 
pass the nursery exam there to finish my career and get my goal there, so I had to transfer to the other school to finish 
my degree. The best thing about NOVA is flexible schedule and low cost tuition for students. 

LO The professors and career planning services. 
LO I loved it! 

LO Some of the teachers at NOVA are wonderful, they helped steer me in the right direction. I’d like to give a shout out to Dr. 
Professor X at the Loudoun Campus. 

LO Very convenient! 

LO Nothing, dreary campus (Loudoun) and instructors. 
- Best thing: cost. 

LO Professor X was a great instructor. The art history teacher inspired me to love art to the point I enjoy going to museums in 
my spare time more than I ever have. 

LO Online classes. 

LO I enjoyed the online experience and felt that NOVA strived to make courses readily available to those of us that work full-
time. 

LO The interior Design Program is complete, covers a varied range of important topics. Amount of group projects to 
individualized learning is good. Best part of the program is the curriculum. 

LO The faculty was professional and experienced. I learned a lot from my professors. 
LO Accessibility and cost. 
LO Great. 
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 Loudoun Campus 

Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

LO Prof. X: overall amazing teacher cares about her students and sets them up for success. 
- Prof. Y: very intelligent, always willing to help students and sets students up for success. 

LO Knowledgeable teachers who cared about the quality of my education it was also conveniently located. 
LO Excellent professors: X and Y. 

LO 
I really liked how close and affordable the school was. I also think that many of the teachers/professors are fantastic, with 
very few exceptions. I loved my advisor, Dr. X, and really enjoyed learning from her unique style. NOVA was overall an 
enjoyable experience. 

LO The teachers were great; they were very enthusiastic about their work. The learning environment. Was friendly too. 

LO ESL classes were helpful. 
- Transfer to GMU was easy. 

LO Great learning experience. Professors were generally helpful. Good price, and all my credits transferred. 
LO Small classes. Available professors. Some very highly qualified professors. 
LO My advisor. 
LO Financially, it was fair. 
LO Cheap tuition and close to home and that helped me save a lot of money. 
LO Flexible schedules. Locations. 
LO Ease of courses to take each semester. 

LO Most of the professors care about their students, give good advice, and are available to students. As a working student, I 
appreciated professors taking extra time to explain (further) the material and answer any questions. 

LO GIS program is fabulous. 
LO I was able to easily create my own schedule to work with my existing commitments. 

LO I was able to earn my associate degree and my certificate degree from NOVA. I was very pleased with the classes and 
able to exchange lots of experience with professors and students. 

LO The teachers. They care about students and teaching. 
LO The locations of the campuses. 
LO Political science teachers. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

MA I was able to find a certificate program not offered at the community college in my area, and complete 85% of it online. The 
courses that I couldn’t complete online I was able to take locally and have transferred to NOVA. 

MA I was an adult learner, and NOVA provided me with the education skills needed to transfer to B.A program. 

MA I loved taking classes where the professor had a PhD. Knowing the professor had extensive knowledge of the subject was 
refreshing. 

MA The English courses and the professors who taught them. 

MA My professors were all very helpful, caring, and knowledgeable. In particular, Professor X at Annandale, and Professors Y, 
Z, W at Manassas were OUTSTANDING. 

MA 
The availability of classes via ELI. Not only did this make it possible for me to get a degree, it prepared me well for my 
bachelor’s program. 
- One teacher in particular used the format extremely well with taped lectures I could watch online. It really added to the 
class experience. 

MA Professor X, the fine arts teacher at the Manassas Campus helped me very much understand and train myself to draw 
better. 

MA I enjoyed furthering my education, learning, and meeting new people. 
MA Hands on experience and cooperation from professors. 
MA The ability to take hybrid classes. 

MA 
The faculty/professors were very friendly and helpful. They were always available when I needed help and provided 
excellent service. With my education from NOVA, I felt confident on my studies at my current university. I felt that I got a 
good quality education that prepared me for my studies at my current university. Overall, I am very satisfied with my NOVA 
education. 

MA It was near home. 
- Library was open late! 

MA The convenience and flexibility of the course schedules. 
MA Some of the professors were great educators. 

MA 
Fairly easy to get good grades. 
- Easy to take classes online. 
- Close to my home, ease of commuting. 

MA Prepared me for George Mason and allowed me to transfer without much trouble. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
MA Quality of the classes was excellent. 

MA Teachers who were passionate about what they do. My favorite professor, Dr. X, made me love psychology so much is 
witched majors. 

MA The professors- Dr. X , Dr. Y. Great teachers!! 

MA I liked the personal interaction with some of my professors and how willing they were to help me not just with my 
education, but with job opportunities. 

MA I thoroughly enjoyed the faculty that I was in contact with. They all were personable and reasonably available. 

MA 
I had the professors that made my education pleasurable. Professor X (ENGIII, ENGII2) and Professor Y (TTPI00, 
TTPI20) were the only professors that seemed to care about my education beyond the classroom. Everyone else seemed 
disinterested in the students, or the material. You really need more professors like X and Y. 

MA The library is a great quiet place to study; I just wish it were larger. 

MA I enjoyed the small atmosphere and experience you could gain with your professors. All my professors truly seemed to 
enjoy their job which made class fun. 

MA It was fairly easy to complete the courses and get a good grade. It was very helpful to have the ELI classes. 
MA Good professors. 

MA Clean and new facilities. Teachers were easy to contact about class-related issues. Teachers were eager to help students 
succeed in academics. 

MA Many of my business professors had worked in the field they taught in, so a lot of valuable advice was given to inquiring 
students. 

MA Furthering my education to pursue elsewhere. 
MA Professors and advisors that supported and guided me to get to the next level and reach my goals. 
MA The quality of the teachers for the amount of money paid. 
MA The numerous and convenient campus locations in the area. 

MA The classes were small, the schedule was manageable, it was not too much pressure in class, and nothing was over 
powering about the school. 

MA The professors at the Manassas Campus are the absolute best- Professors X, Y and Z are standout teachers that I always 
recommend to others. 

MA Some of the teachers I met were excellent and I will forever remember. Professor X is the best. Facilities were easily and 
readily available. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
MA Good way to start college and transfer to a 4-year school. 

MA Most teachers were really fair and willing to help. My experience was well appreciated because through my two year 
degree I have been able to critically think better and understand the world more. 

MA 
Most of the teachers I chose were amazing at what they did. They made it fun to go into class. Also, for harder classes like 
economics, the teachers didn’t ask for much. They knew that learning economics is hard, so liked how nice Annandale 
campus staff was when I needed help. 

MA The availability of evening classes. I worked full-time during my time at NOVA and had to take evening classes. I was able 
to obtain most of my degree by taking these classes after work. 

MA It is the only AVMA accredited vet tech program in Northern Virginia so there was no choice; I had to go to NOVA. 
MA Loved the teachers’ abilities and willingness to help their students. 
MA Convenient, very close to where I live. Inexpensive, and availability of great resources and friendly and helpful faculty. 
MA Testing centers were very helpful, as well as the tutoring. 
MA Weekend classes. 
MA The day I graduated! 
MA The price. 
MA The teachers’ backgrounds and experiences. Some showed their love of the subject they were teaching. 

MA Professor X became my mentor the very first day I started. She assisted me through the years and encouraged me to 
continue my education. 

MA Online availability. 
MA Evening class availability. Competent teachers. 

MA I love the diversity in students. Not only ethnically, but in age and background. It was easy to find people to connect with 
but who could also expand my horizons. 

MA I loved how convenient NOVA was, the professors were amazing, location was great and the courses were abundant. 
MA The flexibility of classes. Schedule worked with my work schedule. 
MA Some of the professors were excellent also the flexible schedule for many courses. 

MA 
Lab faculties (better than Mason). 
- Small classrooms. 
- Teaching of some professors. 
- Classrooms: Most are clean/|”modern”. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
MA Had some great teachers. For course material. Overall very organized and effective school. 
MA Teachers are very helpful. 

MA 
#1. Helping me prepare for a 4-year college. 
#2. Learning how to communicate with the professors. 
#3. Money saved by attending NOVA. 

MA It is a great place to start. 
- Nice professors, clear understanding of classes. 

MA Earning a certificate of training in basic welding. NOVA is the only college level welding school in Virginia (and other 
states). I hope NOVA can continue the welding program for other students. 

MA I liked the small classroom size and how the teachers were very personal with the students. 
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

MEC Course content was directly related to my career goals. Clinic experience on campus was invaluable. It was nice to learn 
in a clean, modern facility. 

MEC Open enrollment. 

MEC Instructor was great (adjunct) she offered real world stories, handouts in class, explanations for videos and book topics, 
showed how to use online resources, critically guided practical hands-on exercises. 

MEC The ability to take evening /weekend classes that fit my schedule. 
MEC It was affordable. 

MEC It is affordable, excellent instructors, availability of resources, many career options to choose from, instructors are very 
helpful, cultural diversity. 

MEC Most of the instructors were great. Very educated to the courses that they taught. 
- With my busy life, I enjoyed the ELI classes, very flexible. 

MEC Affordable classes-online selection and multiple campus locations. 
MEC Excellent knowledgeable teachers. Also wide variety of dates and times of classes to accommodate all students. 

MEC The career the instructor gave to all of us was excellent. They gave their time, and effort to make sure we knew the 
material on subject of discussion. 

MEC The respiratory therapy program was the best and students were able to obtain jobs at the same hospitals that they 
trained at during college. 

MEC 
It made stepping into the world of college, comfortable, less stressful, and was a good stepping stone to transition from 
high school. I think every “freshman” should start with NOVA. Plus all campuses are local and handy. NOVA also makes 
higher education more affordable and doable. 

MEC NOVA helped me gain many opportunities in life. NOVA helped me succeed in life. If it wasn’t for NOVA I wouldn’t have 
the education or the job I have today. 

MEC The instructors were great, there were always a few that weren’t great. But the majority was great. 

MEC It’s very cheap, my associates transferred to GMU. It helped me a lot and I am glad I attended NOVA because, now, I 
have the chance to pursue my bachelor’s with much less money. 

MEC It was affordable and all resources including campuses were easily accessible. Those things helped make college 
experience easier and more beneficial. 

MEC It made it possible for me to be able to expand my education when the time is right. 
MEC Great dental hygiene facilities. Medical campus - easy parking, clean, not too crowded. Good faculty and staff.  
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
MEC Access to an online RN program allowed me to continue to work full time.  Cost helped a lot. 
MEC Being prepared to enter RN workforce. 
MEC Low tuition rate. 
MEC Affordable, local, fit in with me having a family. Like online learning. 
MEC Affordable and excellent teachers. 
MEC Decent price and still good education –RN degree, great nursing educators and instructors. 
MEC I received a degree and was able to get accepted to a 4-year college. 

MEC 

The overall time it took to complete my program. 
- The cost of the program. 
- Clinical instructors (most of them) were amazing. 
- Lectures were readily available online and I could listen to them on my pace. 
- It helped me get the degree I needed to get my ‘foot in the door” (so to speak) and enroll in a fellowship program and 
truly learn my trade. 
- I loved the preceptor ship program. 

MEC Some of the staff was amazing and very compassionate with students. 
MEC I enjoyed my teachers at Springfield mostly. The staff at Germanna was not always easy to get along with. 
MEC Student camaraderie. I loved my degree (dental hygiene) so I enjoyed clinic and the patients. 
MEC It was quick. 
MEC Graduating. 

MEC 
Very organized schedule of courses. 
- Extensive clinical skill hours. 
- Preparatory online course for board exam. 
- Detailed orientation before clinical board exam. 

MEC Access to classes that I needed to complete with my Liberal Arts degree. 
MEC I did learn how to code using ICD-9 and CPT. 
MEC Location and accessibility of NOVA medical campus were best for me. 
MEC I took classes with a diversity of students. Professor had good knowledge of these courses they were willing to help. 
MEC Classes availability. 
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

MEC 
I graduated from PSTA programs. From my point of view one of the best things about that program was deep knowledge 
of each professor about employment. At the end of programs we had clear how to write resume and how to prepare for an 
interview. Thanks to it ONE DAY after my graduation I received a call and invitation for an interview. 5 days later I was 
working full time, and I’m working there now. 

MEC NOVA is like a big family. Meeting people from all around the world was wonderful. 

MEC NOVA has a lot good majors. 
- I am really happy about the science lab learning. 

MEC 2 Years to a wonderful job. Low cost for an associate’s degree. 
MEC Less expensive than going to a 4-year university with the ability to transfer. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
WO It was a great stepping stone towards obtaining my bachelor’s degree. 
WO It was online. I wrote a book as part of a class, an actual book. 
WO Good advisor for my social science major and good teachers went above and beyond their required duties. 

WO The vast amount of information I had to absorb and process, striving for excellence, having to plan and produce quality 
work for deadlines. 

WO The counselors and instructors were very supportive of military. 

WO The best thing about my education at NOVA was the responsiveness of the faculty. All of the professors were willing to 
work with me at any time and for any concern!! 

WO Having multiple campuses and classes available. 

WO 
Flexible scheduling. 
- Professional teacher. 
- Affordable tuition. 

WO 
Flexible scheduling. 
- Great professors. 
- Affordable tuition. 

WO The counselors and teachers that really cared about my development as a student. 

WO 
I ended up taking advantage of the massage therapy certification program because it was concise, focused, and gave me 
a marketable skill I could use in a relatively short period of time. Before that, I was not really going anywhere with my 
studies. 

WO The affordability and accessibility. 
WO It was very rewarding getting my associates. 

WO I enjoyed having the option to take many classes online through ELI. I had an anxiety disorder that kept me from attending 
classes on campus, so those online classes helped tremendously. 

WO Some of the classes were enjoyable but did not relate to my future major. 
WO Flexible classes schedule to choose from. 
WO Flexibility. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

WO Some wonderful teachers. Registration has simplified tremendously over the 17 years I’ve been attending NVCC. 
- Great multiculturalism. 

WO The AA I earned. 
WO Being able to achieve an associate’s degree. 

WO 
Because I work full-time, the most important thing to me was my ability to find the classes I needed at times that fit into my 
schedule. NOVA exceed at this. But above and beyond that, I was impressed with the instructors, staff, as their 
professionalism, and generous interest in my success. I thoroughly enjoyed my time at NOVA and would recommend it 
without reservation. 

WO Flexibility, excellent teachers up to date course materials. 

WO 
Availability and range of times classes offered (ability to go to school and work full time) Dr. X at Woodbridge is one of the 
best professors, have ever had. He helped me with advising, where my previous advisor failed. Talking to him outside of 
class showed me he really cares about the students. 

WO The best part of my NOVA education was the ELI services and courses that were offered. I was able to get my degree 
because I could complete the courses online at my convenience. 

WO The best was the convenience. 
WO Great teachers and close to have. 
WO Tuition. 

WO 
Extra effort/help provided by faculty. 
- The concept of teaching provided through NOVA to ensure every student understood and was progressing. 
- Offered many degree options/opportunities. 

WO What was best was the great availability of classes; I had no problem finding classes in the evening to complete my 
associate’s degree. The faculty was also very helpful and highly qualified. 

WO 
The instructors are excellent and the work is challenging for those of us who will put in the time and effort. The education 
is affordable though the quality remains high. The ELI courses are tremendous and very flexible. NOVA adequately 
prepared me for study at a four-year institution. 

WO Cost. 
WO The Instructors and access to computer labs. 

WO I really enjoyed my classes while I was at NOVA. I worked hard to become successful. I did have some great professors 
and I received help with my assignments when I didn’t understand. I have met great friends and new faces around 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

campus. 
WO The best part of my NOVA education was the creative writing classes I took. 

WO The professors were amazing. Professors X, Y, and Z were excellent. I’ve had better professors overall at NOVA than at 
Mason. 

WO The ability to make schedule amenable to myself. The free and open environment of labs, library and other facilities. 
WO Cost. 

WO 
My accounting classes. Once I took them I finally decided what I wanted to do and what career would fit me. Also some 
professors really made the experience worthwhile: Professors X, Y, Z, W, U,… just to name a few that deserve 
recognition. 

WO The professors were very nice, helpful and well educated. Made learning enjoyable. 
WO Flexibility and options of courses. 
WO I loved the flexibility of classes and different campus; it fit in my busy schedule. 

WO 
Some teachers cared, but most of them didn’t. The teachers that cared were very helpful. 
- Affordable. 
- Easily accessible. 

WO Classes were available all the time, flexible scheduling great professors! 

WO Affordability. 
- Transfer guarantee. 

WO 
Professor X. She is a spectacular teacher. She cares about her students, but is also firm and doesn’t let anybody walk all 
over her. She is fair in her grading and in every aspect that I have seen. She gives great real life examples of everything 
she teaches. She has a lot of knowledge and is eager to share it with her students. She is a wonderful teacher and is also 
involved with a lot at NOVA, she deserves a raise! (or at least some acknowledgement). 

WO ELI – being able to take all of my courses except speech on line was the only reason I was able to do the work to 
graduate. 

WO 

NOVA prepared me for the college environment. Studying and reviewing are two aspects of college that I learned from 
NOVA. The professors at NOVA stressed the importance of knowledge rather than grades which has given me the basic 
for furthering my education. My faculty advisor, Dr. X, was extremely supportive and helped to drive me to the end result - 
my associates and transferring to a 4-year college. I found the professors at NOVA encouraged us to learn and to retain 
that knowledge. The professors were personable and understanding and I learned a great deal from them. Thank you 
NOVA. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 

WO Because of my educational experience at NOVA, I am able to successfully complete my bachelor’s degree at George 
Mason University. 

WO The instructors being available to come to Ft. Belvoir VA to teach EC classes. 
WO Taking online classes to fit my availability with my work schedule. 

WO 
When transferring to my current 4-year institution my lower level division requirements were met minus a course. The 
professors in my major were excellent communication sciences and disorders. Each professor at NOVA loves what they 
teach and know the subject. 

WO Teachers and small classes. 
WO Easy access to online classes, worked well with a busy schedule. 
WO Close to home. 
WO The week course available at Quantico and Ft. Belvoir. 
WO Most of the professors. 
WO I liked everything that I’ve learned. 

WO 
Professors were awesome!! Very knowledgeable!! Very helpful!! In most cases went above and beyond their duties to 
assist. I feel well prepared for the BSN I’m currently pursuing. Thank you. 
- Self registration was always smooth and uncomplicated. When comparing NOVA to other facilities (I’ve experienced) 
NOVA is outstanding in this category!! 

WO The instructors were excellent. Course work was challenging and education received was great. 
WO Counselors available when I needed them. Classes were not too full. 

WO The classes were reasonably priced and there were some really interesting / diverse classes to take. The faculty was 
always available and helpful; they cared about teaching and took time to answer questions before and after class. 

WO The variety classes, wide availability throughout campuses, some professors were very enthusiastic and knowledgeable. 
WO The cheap education was something that I valued the most. 
WO Good price, small classrooms. 

WO 
Small classroom. 
- Friendly environment. 
- Knowledgeable professor. 

WO All my professors were very encouraging and interested in my progress. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 1: What was best about your NOVA education? 
WO Less tuition fee and flexible class schedules. 

WO The location made rooming to class easy and “around” home much more affordable than attending a 4-year after 
graduating the professors I interacted and worked very were some amazing instructors. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL 

The people in the Financial Aid office are probably the rudest I’ve ever met. Also they rarely respond to emails and are 
notorious for losing document. 
- The career and academic counselors were “usually” nice, but rarely helpful. If you don’t know exactly what you want 
beforehand, they aren’t particularly helpful and can actually do more harm than good, suggesting you take far more 
classes than are actually needed for your career/academic goals. 

AL The unhealthy food provided at the school. Sometimes I didn’t have a good professor and my grade suffered for it. 

AL 

I did not have a good experience with the math department. I did not think I should have had to take all math remedial 
courses just because I did poorly on the computerized placement test. I do not test will in that setting and I did fine in all 
my high school math courses. Students should be able to take math for liberal arts without testing or remedial courses, I 
took all remedial courses, passed them without trouble and still earned a D in liberal arts math because the teacher was 
not a very good one. 

AL I felt advising could be better. Every time I went to see my advisor I felt I was told something different and often left very 
confused. 

AL There were no major problems. I only minor problems when transferring but of NOVA. For some reason, GMU didn’t get 
my associates and I had to communicate back and forth before it was fixed. 

AL 
Counseling was always an issue. Starting with people working at the front desk. Always unfriendly, it seems they hate to 
be there. They are rude. Counselors are always rushing and you don’t been appreciated. Making an appointment and not 
able to work in is ridiculous. 

AL There weren’t any problems per say I just felt there was a lack of guidance within the counseling staff. 

AL There were no major problems. I visited the counseling office on three different occasions and received very different 
levels of service, ranging from excellent to poor and aloof. 

AL Lack of enough knowledge about the many services available for the students. 
AL None. 

AL The counselors at NOVA really did not help in any part of my experience. The courses that I took; most of them couldn’t 
transfer to GMU. Ms. X was my main counselor while at NOVA. 

AL 
I found the person responsible for the NOVA student paper to be a rude and unreasonable person. I also emailed the 
person responsible for the student band per an “AD” on a TV on campus responded, the lack of respect from “student 
organizations” made me want to stay away from campus. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL 

Well. I should start with my actual degree. I have not received my diploma yet. I filed for graduation in Fall 2011; transcript 
states Confer Date Aug. 8th 2011. For a student to receive his diploma is a very crucial matter. It needs to be mailed as 
soon as possible for employment purposes; I called and left a message but no response.  Teaching technology has to 
involve technology. I have not touched a router or any technological device. (Except a computer) throughout my studying 
at NOVA. How can you teach students about a motherboard if they don’t touch it, and see it in front of them? Or about a 
router or any Cisco device??!!  I received an A.S. degree in IT with a Higher Honor and a GPA of 3.6 from NOVA and 
have ZERO hands-on experience! That’s disappointing. If you’re going to offer students a degree that prepares him for a 
four-year university like GMU, you should stick with what GMU accepts as courses and not add other courses that are not 
transferrable just for revenue purposes. Students go through tough financial times and have enough to worry about, they 
don’t appreciate NOVA forcing them to take courses that do not relate to their major or that are non-transferrable to 
where they’re going. 

AL 
I had some problems when returning used books at the NOVA bookstore. I would receive on email saying that I did not 
return the book, even though I did. I had to come to the bookstore to show them my receipt that I returned the book. I 
wish their system or the employees were more efficient at the book store. 

AL Slow at getting news about special guests (like Obama) which caused the closure of the building. It wasted my time and 
gas on a useless trip to school. 

AL 
Not finding enough weekend courses. Have a child with a disability and my full hire work so I had to work around those 
schedules the books were two expensive and at times cared not get them to buy back some of my books. The computers 
were being used by students to play games / Facebook wondering us at times to find a computer to study. 

AL 
I noticed students get some exams from past students and some academic classes, and professors didn’t change the 
test. Students that worked hard got lower scores than those who depended on the test. Answers that did not change in 
the previous year professors need to be advised to change tests most common by notices in Alexandria Campus. 

AL Honestly, the only major issue I had was the process by which to transfer credits between NOVA and GMU – it took 
nearly 3 months and I had to fight for classes that I was told would transfer without a problem. 

AL 
My first English Teacher. She was racist and at the time, as a foreign student, I did not know that there were laws against 
racial discrimination. I pray that that incompetent old lady is not there anymore! I had a B in her class and on exam day 
interrupting the exam she discriminated against me in front I the whole class. She cost me that course because she failed 
me, Yes it’s been about a decade or more but I still remember what she did to me! Glad to have forgotten her name. 

AL No. 

AL That few not so good teachers. 
- Transferring credits to the university I wanted to attend. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL 

The entire English department excluding Dr. X. Every other professor on the Alexandria Campus was arrogant, 
unprofessional, and incompetent. I became so angry with the poor quality of instruction that I ended up taking my 112 and 
200 level English classes online. I graduated with a 3.48 and it would have been higher if not for such poor professors. 
Also, I was completely blown off by the Financial Aid department, dismissively told to fill out a FAFSA, lastly it took almost 
a year after graduation to receive my diploma. 

AL 

The biggest downside to NOVA is one that I know the school combats tirelessly, but that there isn’t really a remedy for: 
it’s difficult to foster a “community” in a community college, because there is so much turnover, differences in goals, etc.- 
Additionally, I felt that the German language resources were, in comparison to those for other languages, pretty paltry. 
Language instruction requires a student to spend time in and log in the lab, but for a German student there were hardly 
any tools available in the language lab. 

AL Advising was big issue. Counselors were usually not perceptive about student’s problems. Or advise them with courses. 
They just printed out the course list and send them off. Students need advising to be successful in their degree. 

AL Too easy to drop out/ withdraw from classes, without pressure or motivation to continue. 
AL None. 

AL 
Financial Aid. Since I already have a bachelor’s degree and a master’s I couldn’t get the financial aid, which really limited 
what I wanted to do. So I had to pay just for a CSS that I feel like just wasting money on it. I couldn’t find a job related to 
it. 

AL Parking. 
AL Too expensive for international students. 
AL 20% teachers terrible. 
AL None.. 

AL 
Noisy libraries; outdated facilities, desks, and chairs; poor faculty professionalism; disregard of Professor X to the 
students feeling; teachers are very poor English speakers; teachers have discouraging personalities; registration office 
unhelpful especially when transferring credits from other colleges; receptionist and secretaries are moody, rude, 
disrespectful, and unprofessional. 

AL 
- Students (a mass population of them) were obnoxious and rude; not at all caring for other students. I thought we got rid 
of this thing school phase. 
- Discrimination among students and professors. 
- Students coming into class intoxicated/high. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL 

Some teachers were just not fit to teach the subjects. The grading was somewhat unfair at some point. As a result, it is 
horrible on these facts, that certain teachers, advisors or counselors do not give the best of themselves. Students do that 
they can. It seems that teachers do not stay long at NOVA: early recruited, gone one year-end. Know how is to remain 
permanent or stay with sufficient time to improve himself and to be involved (e.g., our math prof) (many new recruits but 
not enough experienced permanents). Therefore, their teaching and their assessment (exam – test) appear to give 
unexpected results. Sometimes misunderstanding a/ or disagreement Advisor / Student or he doesn’t really play his role: 
monitoring - accompaniment – orientation, during my studies. 

AL 
- I felt like it took several visits to an advisor, counselor to get the information I needed simply because everyone was 
strapped for time. 
- I’m taking an economics class right now that is much more advanced than what I learned at NOVA. I don’t know where 
the miscommunication I’m going to talk to an advisor at GMU too (only because this class was recommended to me). 

AL I don’t remember one except the parking free. 
AL None. Smooth 2 years. 

AL I was an international student. Had some issues with the counseling. I wish advisors were more helpful and involving in 
curriculum planning and personal progress. 

AL Not compatible in some extent with 4-year universities. 
AL A lot of the business classes I wanted to take, but I couldn’t, are only evening class. 

AL I only had a problem once when I went to the Dean I believe because I was having trouble with classes due to a medical 
issue and was told maybe college isn’t for me. 

AL N/A: my NOVA experience was very good. 
AL Parking. Paying for parking strict every semester. 

AL 
The biggest problems that I encountered were the lack of assistance in the transition from high school to NOVA. In 
addition, the same can be said for the transition from NOVA to Mason. Lastly, the program advising was non-existent 
while I was studying at NOVA. 

AL None. 

AL Advising and counseling was very mediocre. I was always looking for more help in deciding the best degree path: figuring 
out my progress. I eventually took it upon myself to be my own advisor. (Especially at Woodbridge Campus). 

AL Being able to talk to a counselor and getting reliable advice. I was often turned away when I had class difficulties. I also 
received poor counseling when first declaring my major. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL 
Not enough recreational centers for students and faculty members (gym, cafeteria…) 
- Extend library and computer lab operating hours throughout the entire semester and not just during finals week. 
Students can succeed better with more academic resources that the institution provides. 

AL 
- Financial Aid. Especially they are very busy to help every student. One requires wait more than one hour. 
- Also there is a great problem of counseling college counselors. 
- The college also needs to give attention to some instructors. Some of them have shown discriminatory staffs. 

AL There should be more individual attention to students when they begin at NOVA. Make sure they come and get in contact 
with their advisors at least once a semester. 

AL I have no problems. 
AL No complaints, no problem. 
AL Some of the professors were giving “A” too easily. 

AL 
I had a good experience until I applied for graduation twice. I am very unhappy to say that even after the second time; I 
still never received an actual diploma in the mail. I did not choose to attend a ceremony. After all of my hard work and 
money paid I am still disappointed. 

AL Price of parking. It is better if NOVA has a year deal that works for fall and summer with a reasonable price. 

AL The social dynamic of going to class and immediately leaving. The environment left little incentive to hang around. 
- It took 2 years for me to get my degree after I graduated… paperwork could move a little faster I think. 

AL 
Financial Aid. I was new in the American college system and I visited the Financial Aid office in Alexandria. The 
experience was terrible. A lady with short hair treated me bad and told me that I should not waste my time because I did 
not qualify for anything.  Almost 3 years after I learned that I did but it was too late. She was rude and did not guide me 
well. 

AL Not enough classes offered with different start times. 
AL None. 
AL None - very happy students. 
AL None. 
AL None. 
AL I explained it above overall; NOVA is the best place to get associate degree. Also I do refer to anyone I know. 

AL I tried for the 1st time to do an ELI course and my husband had a heart attack and I needed extra time to continue the 
course but instructor recommend that I drop the class Instead of working with me. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AL 

“Advising” was slim to none. The only helped experience I had with a guidance counselor was when they told me where 
to go online to find my degree evaluation, etc. no one told me I had to apply for graduation, so by the time I found out it 
was too late for me to graduate in the spring and I had to do summer instead, even though I was done with all my 
classes. On the graduation request form it says “assigned counselor” that was the first time I ever heard of that! If the 
Alexandria Campus guidance office was trying to choose a Mascot I would recommend either the dodge balls or the 
stone walls. 

AL No problems. 

AL 
My math professor could barely speak English correctly and failed to reach most of the students in my class effectively, in 
order for them to have a fair understanding of both the subject and the overall on time of the class. The syllabus was the 
only thing that kept me on the class and from failing. 

AL Waiting too much time for counseling. 

AL 

When I was mobilized to active duty, it was a fight to get my tuition refunded to me. The day before I left I had to spend at 
NOVA Alexandria enlisting the help of the Dean of students, VA rep, and several other administrators to get the Business 
office to send paper work to the main office to process a refund. It was RIDICULOUS and uncalled for. I am a military 
officer, hold a master’s degree I am 42 years old. I HAD TO FIGHT for something that should have been a simple 
process. How many younger, less experienced military folks were not successful, and lost their money?? 

AL I had no problems or issues with my NOVA experience, not now and not 30 years ago after h.s.. 
AL Changing careers is daunting, I wish there was more help available. 

AL 
I still haven’t received my diploma from you! 
- I have called numerous times, been told to send emails to people, and nothing ever happens. I applied 3 times! 
- I graduated in 2010 with an associate’s degree in science (general studies). 

AL 
The learning math progression was bad and the teachers were horrible (Professor X was the worst). The whole crap I 
had to go through with French 202 which was a requirement to graduate being canceled 2 semesters in a row. The only 
way to take it in person was to take it over the summer and no matter what Professors X or Y say, Hybrid is not equal to 
in person. 

AL 
Unfortunately I am not employed. That is a problem. My most recent degree was in web design.  As this is a constantly 
changing field it is difficult to keep up with the pace of the change. As soon as you feel confident with a software program, 
a new one is introduced. You’ve put all this time and money into it expecting that it will lead to employment. Giving 
students the confidence level and something they can show prospective employers with pride is very important. 

AL I wish there were higher classes. 
AL I did not have any major problem at NOVA. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 
AL None. 

AL I never heard from my faculty advisor. I e-mailed a few times with questions and I received no response. I ended up 
taking a few incorrect courses as a result. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 
AN Advising was awful! 

AN 
Advisor knew very little in terms of fixing transfer credit issues, (i.e., classes transferred in to wrong location… humanities, 
etc.). 
- Even with an Engineering A.S. it still puts GMU students at least 1 semester behind… (i.e. I still had to take SYST 101 
and SYST 210). 

AN 
Academic advisor was no help; I planned my transfer using degree evaluation. 
- Some classes were too easy, but the classes still taught me a lot of important concepts. 
- Traffic getting off campus. 

AN Food is terrible. 
- A few bad teachers. 

AN Turning left on Wakefield Chapel from parking lot, availability of advising faculty. 

AN The major problem is the staff. Some of them are very nice and helpful. However, there are few staff who are very mean 
and unhappy to help students. 

AN Financial Aid office and all the trouble I went through for the loan I borrowed. Please train the people who works there to 
do a better job with their responsibilities towards the students!!! 

AN None. 
AN Advising. 
AN Most engineering classes had limited availability and almost none online. Ended up switching to business. 
AN The advisors had NO clue what they were talking about when It came to transferring. 

AN 
Availability of handicap, wheelchair, accessible, parking spaces. I use a wheelchair and need the space to get in of my 
van. Most spaces were taken by non-handicap students using disabled parking decals. If there was a NOVA handicap 
parking permit requiring a medical certificate it might help the situation. 

AN The classrooms were either way too hot or way too cold all the time. The food in the cafeteria was not very good. Parking 
was almost impossible. I would be late all the time because there were literally zero spots. 

AN Financial Aid office did not guide me correctly and I had to give up one semester to transfer. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 
AN The structure of the fin aid office is poor; receiving financial aid takes too long. Cafeteria food is appealing! 

AN 
I had more help from Financial Aid staff that worked at sign-in desks, than the staff with their own office. The most help I 
received from the more experienced staff was to wait a week for my concern to resolve, which would make me question 
why I went for help in the first place. 

AN Advising advisors didn’t seem enthusiastic about helping the students didn’t seem to know what they were doing; many 
friends (NOVA students) felt the same. Dirty bathrooms. Campus cleanliness. 

AN Engineering and computer science. 
AN None. 

AN Parking is so far hard to find one. There are so many times I’ve been late b/c I couldn’t find parking. 
- Those people who are good in grammar but can’t speak English still have to go through ESL. 

AN Remind instructors to maintain their professionalism. –i.e., A particular physics instructor at the Annandale campus; 
should not force students to address the instructor by their first name; it is an aspect of respect. 

AN 
Advising and counseling. Not once did I visit the counseling center and feel as though I had the full attention. Also, no two 
people gave me the same advice. I feel like I got better advising and guidance from teachers I trusted and figuring it out 
on my own. I found it to be most difficult for transfer students going to university. 

AN 
Parking was an issue. 
- The counseling advising was a delay with availability. 
- Conflicting for those that work. 

AN Complicated financial aid process. Limited counselor service in other campuses beside Annandale. 

AN 

The applying for graduation process was not clearly explained the dates for deadline should be announced more 
frequently and it would be wonderful if NVCC could implement an automatic program which would automatically apply 
students who have fulfilled their declared major requirements (as you already do this for the general education certificate) 
NVCC really needs to provide better counselors –who actually care about students and are willing to do the work to help 
them rather than just point them to the NVCC website. 

AN 
Two teachers. 
- Professor X. 
- Professor Y. 

AN None. 
AN Ones that I created for myself. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN 
The engineer’s classes need to match up with the university classes. Some staff taught at NOVA was not taught at 
Mason they need to match up. One professor on the engineering did not teach in class and left the students confused 
and the students had to learn on their own. 

AN No major problems. 
AN Class schedule hours and unhappy counselors. 

AN 
I had one instructor who was neither particularly helpful nor interested in answering question. I had issues with my final 
project.  Points taken off for missing information which wasn’t really missing. When I pointed out the information she said 
was missing her entire response was “It doesn’t matter” and my grade was not adjusted. 

AN Financial aid, counseling services. 
AN Walking for guidance counselors. Also, busy phone lines. 
AN None. 

AN The advising was sub-par.  There was no one to guide me (in the engineering department) on a path to becoming a 
chemical engineer. Of 98 credits completed at NOVA, 41 transferred to UMCD toward my degree. 

AN None, excellent learning experience. 

AN No major problems, but the advising center could have done a better job actually advising not pointing out what is already 
written on the progress report; in sense of better classes etc. 

AN 
Not enough support for foreign students. Especially writing skills and thesis format explanation. MLA. Chicago, etc. are 
not known by foreign students. Clear attractive, description and purpose of these formats should be taught at beginning of 
English classes. 

AN Poor academic advisement seems like counselors didn’t care. It took too long to see a counselor. 

AN 
Advising was very inconsistent across administration. Regular counselors, major advisors, and transfer office gave 
contradicting advice (only transfer office was correct). 
- Minimal classroom standards didn’t prepare me for expectations at 4-year university. Specifically, little-no reading 
required. Unreasonably easy multiple choice exams, few lengthy (4+ pages) essays in liberal art classes. 

AN Parking fees /availability. 
- Financial Aid. 

AN 
The advising staff is awful. None of them were ever able to answer questions and my degree was processed incorrectly 
into the system 3 separate times. Get some new staff, ASAP or teach them new to do their jobs the correct way. Stupidity 
doesn’t go far and if I’m paying to attend your institution, the staff better know what they’re doing. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 
AN No major problems. 
AN Advising and availability of classes. No summer classes related to my major were offered. 

AN 
Nothing. 
- Probably NOVA should encourage newly graduated high school students first attending NOVA that they should jump 
into the courses and go full-time to school. Taking your time slows things down. 

AN 
At the time, NOVA was beginning to use the “Degree evaluation” system. I had just moved to VA and had about 40 or 50 
credits to transfer and that system failed miserably. I’ve had advisors “advise” are to take unnecessary classes (an 
accounting class) that didn’t count towards my transferring. That was a waste of time and money. After that, I decided I 
would advise myself. I worked. 

AN Information security; blackboard is not secure, email began receiving junk mail upon gmail transition, one course grade 
was changed months after awarded, exams and quizzes are vulnerable to intrusion. 

AN I had transferred to GMU when I noticed my professor’s form that semester hadn’t posted my grade. Thanks to Mrs. X’s 
2-week struggle, we were able to transfer my grades without a problem. 

AN Clear details on transferring to JMU I had to take more classes at JMU than I thought since I got the lesser as degree at 
NOVA. 

AN The summer classes are very limited (not many classes are offered). NOVA and GMU has the relationship, but I couldn’t 
transfer all credits (NOVA graduation requirement and GMU general education requirement are different). 

AN Academic advising was agree, gave little insight as to what courses I should actually be taking for my intended major. 
Personal advisor was somewhat incompetent/ indifferent to my questions/concerns. 

AN 

- The math Lab didn’t have help for certain subjects. 
- My advisor told me there weren’t any classes left for me to take during my last semester, but once I got to Mason I 
found out I could have taken my statistics and equivalent of ENG 302 at NOVA which is going to set the back from my 
graduation date. 
- Finding a parking space was hard. 
- Some teachers were not helpful. 

AN They weren’t really talking enough about the importance of your GPA and how that gets you to good schools. Also, about 
graduation. They don’t notify student enough about that. 

AN Classes weren’t offered when I needed them (in the morning) lunch at the Manassas Campus or the food selection was 
not great at all! 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN 
Several art teachers at Annandale really did not teach much. They acted like their role was more as a babysitter, just 
checking in after making an assignment for the class to work on. 
- Had to drive to Alexandria Campus to get better art instruction finally. 

AN 
Limited resources. 
- Classes cancelled when there were not enough students. 
- Teachers who were over extended. 

AN No problems! 
AN Parking. 

AN 
- The physical environment was somewhat crowed with students smoking at entrances of class blocks. That sort of 
environment is distractive and dangerous. 
- The advising (academic) could be better. There were cases where some advises did not portray any passion for the job. 
Some appeared as though they were using scripts irrespective of the student’s needs. 

AN 

The Financial Aid office had two women who were always working when I went for help to the office. They were both 
rude, belittling women who I hope I never have to speak with again. I have heard similar complaints about this 
department, and I hope the matter is dealt with. 
- The advising center employees at the Annandale Campus were either very short, rude, or seemed disinterested in 
helping students. For this reason, I reason the center when I could. 

AN No major problems. 
AN None. 

AN I could not understand the teacher when he talked in one class. He was Eastern European. With a heavy accent. I cannot 
take any more classes taught by this instructor. 

AN 
The only major problem I had was about financial aid. Financial Aid is always a difficult thing to do and it always so 
complicated and confusing. I believe NOVA needs more help in that area in order to before and at the start of the 
semester. There is always a long line for financial aid help and there was only 2 staff members to help all the students. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN 

Counselors / advisors do not wish to help students. Maybe they are overwhelmed due to increase in students but they 
should definitely quit if they cannot undertake the stress. Students trying to get through their program are more stressed 
than they can be. I am confident enough to say that they do not deserve their salaries! They assign needless classes to 
register. Maybe it is a way to help NOVA earn money but not to forget, NOVA is also a learning institute. 
- Some instructors don’t even know why they’re there and do not know how to teach! Some are very knowledgeable and 
are doing their doctorate but are very hush on their students. First year A&P I students can’t be expected to know 
everything! 

AN Did not create an atmosphere. 

AN 
- Not having all classes available for evening students who work full-time. 
- Not having access to certain offices (e.g. Financial Aid) during evening hours for students who work full-time. 
- Close to the majority of evening instructors did not open to have been prepared to teach the classes. 

AN Advising! 

AN They did not have enough places where groups can meet to work together. When students found quiet and distant places 
to work together, they were asked to leave without a logical reason. 

AN Wish the counselors gave more helpful information. Kind of was given misleading information. 
AN None. If there anyone, then it would be “parking space”. 
AN Parking and large cafeteria. 

AN 

The only difficulty I experienced during my time at NOVA was with the process of switching from non-resident to resident 
tuition.  The administration website –to this day – contains inaccurate information on what documentation is required as 
proof of residency. I had to make two separate trips to the Annandale campus in order to provide the proper paperwork. If 
they would just tell students to bring their Virginia income tax forms with them on the web site, it would save everyone 
some time. 

AN 
The students who didn’t want to be there and learn, parking fees for part-time student. 
- College text books are ridiculously expensive. Somebody is getting rich off students. 
- I was not a good student in the 1980’s. I had a hard time relearning MATH. 

AN I feel the counseling could be more organized. The parking lot and garage always seems to be a hassle in the morning. I 
like the new renovation to the parking lot but it is still crazy. 

AN Courses will hands off experiences. 

AN First I was advised to take classes that did not pertain to my biology. It was not until I became a federal work study with X 
in the transfer center, where I was advised appropriately. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN The chairs in your classrooms are set up for “kids”. Business professional come into class after work and a better 
environment would at least be small tables with chairs to be able to write at without dropping books constantly. 

AN Parking was inconvenient. Also ITE classes weren’t always extensive enough, or applicable. 
AN None. 
AN I felt unprepared for the transition from NOVA to GMU. 

AN 

The major problem from my point of view: 
- Books are extremely expensive if they are monopolized by strong arms. Similar book can be imported for 5-10% of the 
price. 
--The instructors have to cover topics fast. This is good for very few students 2-3%, but for students that have different 
learning capacity the system does not work (70-80%) of students. I think the teaching the learning process should change 
based on scientific researches. I think it is obsolete now. 

AN Faculty advising. 
- I never utilized the counselors at the school. The one time I did, I almost waste my time taking ENG1. 

AN I had one problem with one instructor who went on maternity leave who did not apply my grade. But with the assistant of 
a NOVA staff after two week my problem was resolved. 

AN I can’t think of anything. 

AN For a school which prides itself on a diverse and international student body, the advisors were of very little help with my 
foreign transcripts and which courses would be complimentary to my chosen scholastic and career path. 

AN However, I got trouble with the transcript electronically submission, resulting in a semester late admission to my 
university. 

AN None. 
AN No major problems. 

AN 
Counseling service. Course and program advisement, and the instructors, who tell students in the beginning and during 
the semester, that they don’t award “A” grade to students. I think it is a negative strategy on part of the instructors. It does 
not make student work harder. It makes students change the instructors by swapping or dropping that class. 

AN Anyone can attend, homogeneous discussion or activity of any kind is hard to achieve ethnic groves stick together as a 
white person, I felt ostracized. 

AN Counselors seemed to not care and have made many mistakes with me in the past. 
AN Some courses were only taught by one professor at only one campus. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN Sometimes too easy. 
- Sometimes there was a language barrier with teachers. 

AN No help at all trying to graduate. I think I need and clan hut no one will give me a straight answer as to what to do. I 
received a “certificate” but have no idea what to do to get my associate. 

AN Finding parking and learning the campus parking lots. 
AN None. 

AN Advising is not as good as it should be. This should be important because most students transfer. If this isn’t established 
then students end they wasted time at NOVA when time could have been saved in completing required classes. 

AN 
Felt frustrated when a faulty did not trust on my paper work, made me feel not respected as a person. Kind of lack of 
understanding on their students. 
- Parking fine issued to my name for a car that was not mine! 

AN Parking!! 

AN Wish there were more metered parking. And more weekend classes. I am a single mother I hate online classes. And I 
could only take weekend classes but not many to choose from. 

AN 
Some teachers spoke poor English. 
- Some teachers didn’t care much of students. 
- Most of the teachers were fine. Though. 

AN Not very many students seem like they want to be there. 
- Some of the material does not go into enough detail in order to successfully prepare for a 4-year institution. 

AN Advising about my desired degree program. The advisor apparently didn’t know all the requirements for my major and I 
ended up taking courses I should’ve at NOVA in my university now. 

AN Especially if you are calling from out of state. I had to drive down from not to resolve my situation, that lasted a complete 
of years! Not good! 

AN I was (on multiple occasions) told to take certain classes which ended up being totally unbeneficial toward my educational 
objective = lost $ and time! 

AN I dealt with a professor of History of Jazz. He was quite abrasive to the women in the classroom, and he yelled at the 
students quite often. He was certifiably nuts! 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN 
Counseling. Every time I needed help on classing a career, counselors will tell me to take a class and see if I like it. I 
don’t have to be a counselor to tell students that, anyone can do it. Counselors need to be more ambitious and have 
more reserves towed students that just saying: ‘take a class and see if you like it”. 

AN 
Several instructors had extreme accents making it difficult to understand their classroom lectures. Also, one instructor 
was very unprofessional toward students. Group projects were not always grades fairly, since everyone in the group did 
not pull their weight. For ELI classes, instructors need to be available via email (that means respond to email). 

AN Parking was awful. I pay for purring and have either nowhere to park or turn round for 30mn to find a parking put. 
- NOVA had no discounted bus passes for students making transportation hard and costly. 

AN 

I wouldn’t say major problems, but there are definitely a lot of psychologically ill people that roam around campus. As 
harsh as this might sound there are a lot of losers. I don’t mean emerging adults who are lost on life, I’m talking about 
drug, alcohol addicts, who are going for the sake of going and who have been in NOVA for 5 years. I think there should 
definitely more selectivity about the application process. As an immigrant I’m grateful for being accepted at NOVA, but I 
still would be more selective. Or I would get psychological counseling to these who need it. 

AN Beginning my connection at NOVA was a challenge. It took me a little while to get used to the atmosphere. However, the 
faculty was always amazing and encouraging! 

AN 
Working w/ certain counselors in the counselor center, some not all is arrogant. Belittling and give conflicting /incorrect 
information/advice. 
- Sometimes the advising staff right hand didn’t know what the left hand was doing. 

AN None. 
AN Parking got me a couple times. Really upset but it is life… 
AN None. 
AN No major problems. 
AN Getting an appointment with counseling. 
AN The only problem would be unavailable courses when needed. 
AN None really. 
AN Not enough info for student’s w/ disabilities. Student’s counselor kept changing and not having enough knowledge. 

AN 
That my first semester, my advisor told me it was practically impossible for me to make it into the school of business for 
either GMU or JMU. He was very discouraging. Switched my major, was a semester, only to go back to my original major 
and get accepted into JMU. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

AN The counselors /advisors were awful. I was advised multiple times to take classes that would not have 
transferred/counted under GAA. I am lucky that I double checked everything with faculty at UVA. 

AN Scheduling 
- Poor teachers. 

AN Parking passes, should not cost $75.00 for half a semester classes. 
- Parking in the garage, have someone watch those crazy speed drinkers on the curses. 

AN Faculty hates their job, especially counselors. They are just miserable working there and are not afraid to show it. 
Advising/counseling staff just tells you what you can and cannot do, like I already don’t know that. 

AN The learning center for science, at that time, I had very hard to get help with science classes. 
AN Lack of money. 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 
LO Tuitions fees. 
LO Cafeteria is terrible. 
LO None. 
LO Some professors who should not be teaching. 
LO None. 
LO Poor instructors on ELI courses. 

LO 

Several teachers were not professional and not accommodating to students who worked full time. Students taking classes 
in the evening are usually working professionals. To take points off because a students had a business trip for work and 
offered to provide you with a note from their boss if indictable and childlike behavior. One teacher took 2 weeks to respond 
to email and was very rude. 

LO Some teachers were poorly versed on actually imparting knowledge to the students, and when brought to the attention of 
higher anything was changed. 

LO Access to testing facilities 
- Advising. 

LO The major problem in my NOVA experience was in ESL, my teacher Dr. X was so strict and he did not recognize the need 
of the students. I hope if he continues teaching, he change strategies to help students development they goals. 

LO 

Some online classes were too demanding. 
- Some prof. were just too lazy and not interested in student program. 
- Some prof. had on the job experience in their fields but not very good at teaching. 
- Some students were out of control: Loud and lewd in the library and school grounds no penalty. 

LO Parking. 

LO 

The worst part about my time at NOVA was dealing with the academic advising. I transferred into NOVA from another 
college and I was told that more credits would transfer than did; this led to me switching my major and caused me to 
spend an extra semester at NOVA. The advising staff needs to get its s%!# together. They cost me time and money. Also, 
one of them was so rude I walked out of an advising season. That’s never happened to me before in my life. Advisors 
need to be better trained and be held accountable for the info they give out. This is a system wide issue that needs to be 
fixed!!! 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

LO 

Parking it is little expensive. 
- Books in other NOVA campus differ. For an example a biology book in Loudon NOVA is not used in Annandale NOVA. 
Bad deal, b/c my Loudon class was full and I had bought the book. Could not return book b/c of deadline and had to buy 
another book for Annandale Biology class. 

LO Parking, bookstore prices, class availability, length of class too long, parking permits too expensive. Teachers expressing 
their personal opinions on American Culture, politics, famous people, and race/ religion within the classroom. 

LO 
Most counselors don’t know what they’re talking about. They just hand over a piece of paper or a URL. Do not even 
mention that GMU waives GEN.ED. Credits under certain conditions. Receptionists are almost always useless and would 
be more effective if they handed over a burger through a window. The younger, student staff, that is. 

LO 

The academic advising was terrible. They don’t really prepare you for what Mason will accept and not accept. I am very 
frustrated that I have to take all new math classes due to NOVAs lack of ability to inform students that MATH 151-152 DO 
NOT TRANSFER! They really need to step up their game with the NOVA - MASON transfer it shouldn’t be this difficult and 
frustrating. 

LO Counselors. 
LO I can’t recall any major problems. 

 Your website sucks. Please look at calpoly.edu for a good example. I cannot find anything on your website and have to 
search Google for pages. 

LO Financial Aid. 
LO None. 

LO 
I took a few English courses at NOVA under the impression that was all I needed. Now I am taking one at GMU because 
one of those classes doesn’t transfer. I’m a bit upset no one told me this and now my English class is taking up time I 
could be putting towards my major. 

LO I only had one poor teacher. The cafeteria/lounge on the Loudoun campus is not great. 
LO Counselors and advising is poor at best. 
LO The lack of advising was the major one. 

LO I found it could be hard to get feedback from instructors, especially for academically demanding courses – research 
papers were never returned, e-mails received no acknowledgement. 

LO The advising and counseling process/centers. It was very difficult to receive any help or advice. The staff was inconsistent 
w/ rules of the college. 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

LO I didn’t really have any major problem. I had a great study time in NOVA, especially in recent years. I wish I could finish my 
career major in NOVA. 

LO NOVA was a good experience. 

LO 
There were a few ELI instructors that did not dedicate very much time to the course. They were usually good at 
responding to e-mails, but did not keep in contact with the class as a whole through blackboard, as many other instructors 
did. 

LO No major problems. 

LO 

The material taught many times was very inappropriate, especially regarding what that class should be really learning. I 
had professors which expressed their sexuality (homosexual) openly to the class and it was extremely inappropriate and 
one professor based her material on her sexual choices of life. I needed this class to finish my degree that is the only 
reason I didn’t drop it. I was so disgusted that this behavior was allowed by a professor. This isn’t the first time this has 
been mentioned to advisement. 

LO Long waiting line to see a counselor or Financial Aid. 

LO 
I was very disappointed with academic advising. Initially, the information I was told was wrong and I did not discover this 
until near graduation. Luckily, it did not set me back but I was bothered to think so many other students encounter such 
problems. 

LO Academic Advising was great however, I feel like everyone offered different advice. Pretty significantly different. It didn't 
seem like everyone was on the same knowledge level of the subject matter. 

LO 

I felt as though, with few exceptions, the faculty was simply not up to par, I had several classes with instructors that didn’t 
know the material, I also felt as though some of the teachers were too easy and not demanding enough from the students. 
Before getting to V-Tech, I never realized the extreme difference between the rigors of a four-year school as opposed to 
community college, in more simple words; I thought community college was not sufficient preparation for the academic 
rigor of a four year school. 

LO 
Underfunded and outdated equipment in the music recording tech certificate program. Even one of the teachers didn’t 
know the pass word to log on the computer to help the students learn modern technology! I felt that I didn’t learn anything 
applicable to my program, because the industry is updated annually. 

LO 

Always wanted Graphic Design from the beginning, counselor stuck me in liberal arts degree, as they said the regular arts 
degree was only for someone who wanted 2 years of college only. Turns out those entire arts credits world have 
transferred to the art institute. Wasted so much time and money at NOVA as counselors have no idea what to do with art 
students, esp. Graphic Design Kids!!! 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

LO 

Faculty: range of expertise in teaching. Most knew the subject matter but a few had problems. 
1. One was disorganized and couldn’t spell at a 6th grade level. 
2. Another couldn’t administer a test without mistakes or ambiguous questions. She would promise changes for the next 
semester but other students would report she never made the changes. 
3. Faculty evaluations are not used/read/ taken seriously. 

LO 
There was one teacher in particular that I had a huge issue with, Dr. X. I wrote the Dean about what occurred and made a 
formal complaint. She was incredibly rude and a horrible teacher. I believe that she tarnishes your institutions image and 
should be terminated. 

LO 
I thought it was difficult to be aware of things at NOVA. I remember as an incoming freshman that I didn’t even know that 
courses to take for a degree. I felt I found things out until it was too late. I don’t know if this experience just happened to 
me. I was undeclared for a long time because I didn’t know I could go see an advisor. 

LO No problems. 
LO Some teachers were not good instructors in my interior design program. 

LO I never even knew who my advisor was. It would help if there were a semester meeting to find what you need to take to 
get into a specific college. 

LO I was never informed that an “associates of science” in general studies would only guarantee me into GMU when I 
changed my major/program. 

LO There were certain classes taken at NOVA that GMU didn’t accept, and my counselor didn’t ever say they wouldn’t. 
LO None. 

LO I was really left to the transferring process by myself student services was not very helpful and even incorrect about my 
degree progress so it my degree time by a semester. 

LO This is not a problem, but a wish. I really would like NOVA to offer four year degree programs. 
LO Parking. There needed more meter parking. 

LO NOVA was horrible about advising students. There is no system that they use. Every time I tried to speak with a 
counselor. They rushed me through which in turn made me have to see them more often. 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

LO 

Parking. 
- No parking lot spaces. 
- No enough parking meters. 
- Parking tickets are too expensive. 
- People working at the parking service department are rude. 

LO The counselors are a joke. Was told continually with misleading information. 

LO Prof. X (Math): she was completely disrespectful of her students, hard to understand, teaching. I received a failing grade 
w/  her then took the same course w/ a different prof. and passed w/ an (A). 

LO 

It’s really hard to get good academic advising. The wait to see a counselor/advisor is usually over an hour (even not during 
registration “seasons”). Any time there is a problem, you keep getting directed to a different office or department to be told 
that they don’t deal with that. It takes a decent amount of time to get problems solved. And, a majority of office staff is rude 
and/or short. 
- Class wise, getting associates prepares you for a bachelor’s degree. The academics (requirements and structure of 
some classes) do not fully prepare you to succeed at a 4-year university. 

LO Physical Ed. Requirement. 

LO As an older student I wasn’t as familiar with the right courses to take for my degree. When I went to speak w/ my advisor- I 
felt he wasn’t very knowledgeable about the programs. I had more information than he did! Not very satisfied w/ that. 

LO Teachers not caring about what they teach and class being very boring. So would not attend because I just needed to 
teach myself. Also professors just reading off of power points. 

LO The counselor wrongly advised about what classes I needed my first year. I wasted a few hundred dollars. 

LO I only had problem is transfer some of my credits from my bachelor degree earned in Brazil. However, Mr. X, my instructor 
from hospitality management course was wonderful and helped a lot. 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

LO 

My first meeting with a counselor was horrible. I had been out of school for a long time and had no idea how college 
worked, where/how to start (what order to take classes, what certain codes meant). I had numerous questions. I found the 
counselor was not forthcoming with information, did not offer any insight, options, suggestions, or encouragement. I cut 
the session short because I truly felt I was wasting my time and that the counselor felt I was wasting hers. I left completely 
discouraged and started to have second thoughts about the whole idea or returning to school. A few years (yes, years-it 
really was a bad the experience) later I went to a different campus and spoke with a counselor who really took time to 
answer my questions, no matter how mundane they seemed, suggested alternative approaches, and really made me feel 
like something was accomplished when I left. I got the degree for personal enrichment while this may not be the type of 
“major problem” meant by the question, for those who don’t have the luxury of time to complete their studies, that first 
meeting is critical. 

LO Parking sometimes and traffic (Loudoun Campus). 

LO Level of education was too low. Did not learn enough technical skills. Labs were not taken serious and did not teach 
enough how to use equipment. 

LO 
The major problem at NOVA is that I should’ve been better guided the first time I went to counseling, and they should have 
made me a plan of what classes to take, and my goal of graduation date. I didn’t have one, That is why I finished in 6 
years NOT GOOD! 

LO Teachers in IT courses LE.G (TP120) who did not know what they were teaching and even taught incorrect materials. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 
MA Finding a parking spot, knowing what to take for my degree, unfair accusations/treatment from students. 

MA 
Counseling they need to be better. Trained. I (and many other students I know) have had to fix serious mistakes upon 
taking advice from a Manassas counselor. Most of us have never attended college before and need honest help. Treat us 
like we don’t know anything it is never safe to assume. 

MA 
Advising was unpredictable sometimes you didn’t see the same advisor so they didn’t know you or your situation. Lack of 
telling me in beginning NOVA on what I needed to graduate b/c I transferred to NOVA after 4 semesters somewhere else. 
Better communication from advisors. 

MA Bathroom facilities are becoming worn. 

MA Transferring to a 4-year college, NOVA assures you everything will worth and the moment you go to a 4-year school you 
discover that you were advised wrong. 

MA 
Inability to reach, and get timely responses from career counselors. Difficulty and paper work involved in transference, 
NON-NOVA course work was frustrating and had to be submitted multiple times, causing graduation to occur one year 
after course work for certificate was completed. Requests for help via phone and email were virtually ignored until I started 
cc:  the Dean of Students on my e-mails regarding graduation. 

MA 

There were so many, where do I start? You many poor professors that only cared about them paycheck. Most were very 
knowledgeable about then subject matter, but were unable to teach it. The counseling services sent me in circles on 
numerous occasions, and were not familiar with your own policies and procedures. The amount of meter parking is also a 
travesty, there definitely needs to be more. I feel my quality of education at NOVA was lackluster and that I am completely 
unprepared for my continued education, on, and I was an ‘A’ students. 

MA Some of the adjuncts were less knowledgeable than I would’ve liked. One adjunct was a middle school teacher and he 
treated the students in the course like 13-15 year-old. 

MA 

The counselors are not helpful at all. Before I had been accepted into the vet tech program I had a very difficult time 
obtaining any information about it. First I went to a counselor at the Manassas Campus and she told me she knew nothing 
about the vet tech program and I would have to go to Loudoun. When I spoke with a Loudoun counselor about applying 
she told me quote “that’s really hard to get into, you won’t get in, why you don’t pick something else” so after receiving no 
help from any NOVA staff. I contacted a vet tech alumnus who helped me through the process. Once in the vet tech 
program all the teachers were great but the rest of the NOVA support staff at the main campus are total idiots. 

MA None. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MA The counseling centers are horrible!!! They are rude and will hardly see you. When they do see you they have no idea 
what they’re doing or give you false information. 

MA Parking sucked. 
MA Counseling center was very poor on many campuses. Parking sometimes causes tardiness. 

MA The advisors were awful. The best advisor I encountered was Mr. X, he provided me with how my credits would transfer to 
GMU. However, the other counselors were just very unhelpful. 

MA Only that my curriculum, engineering, was offered at the location nearest to me. 

MA 
Books were very expenses. 
- Some teacher could not teach. 
- Lunch was to expense. 
- Consolers would push you out quickly to get to the next person! 

MA Credits transferred as electives to George Mason University. 

MA 
I was a Business Administration major and no counselors ever told me to take statistics and the importance of the 
statistics as a requirement to register for the next level classes at James Madison. I could only register for one business 
class at JMU because I did not have statistics. 

MA Advising center, always long hours of waiting, several of the advisors can’t give you enough or right advises. 

MA 
The other “required class I struggled to want to learn and did not know much about the subjects yet I was tested over 
again to where I remembered the answers to the tests, but did not understand what they were about. “Important” for future 
students at NOVA. 

MA Counselors/advising in regards to courses and course of study. They do not seem very interested in guiding, not helpful. 
Long waits as well. 

MA 

Lack if services for evening students. For too few transfer advisement and transfer events held in the evening. All evening 
transfer events focused on for-profit adult education institutions. Just because I am an evening student doesn’t mean I 
don’t want to transfer to a traditional college/univ. very few student services available for evening students. Lack of 
administrative services being integrated between campuses. Having unofficial bowies between campuses is confusing and 
difficult to get things done – financial aid, VA GI Bill, advising etc. this lack of integration is un acceptable for students who 
attend multiple campuses. 

MA Having to take classes at campuses. I did not live close to. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MA 
Wish there were campuses closer to my town. Should definitely not have to pay that much for parking, at other comm. 
colleges its included w/ tuition. Police need to enforce no smoking I am allergic and was forced to enter school through 
back doors so I could avoid students smoking right next to no smoking sing. 

MA Financial Aid advisor at Manassas campus has an attitude. She does not know how to carry herself in a professional and 
this makes students very frustrated because financial aid is such a difficult process anyway. 

MA Advising was inconsistent. More confusing than helpful. 
MA I had no major problems with may NOVA experience. 

MA 
Although my psychology statistics professor was really nice. Had a hard time comprehending his teaching style. Advising 
was somewhat difficult. Not all advisors seemed as eager to help students as they once were towards the beginning of my 
degree. (Staff changed). 

MA Academic advising did not seem helpful. Not enough academic advisors so wait time was not great. Receptionist was rude 
and seemed to dislike her job. 

MA Advisement and counseling through the Guidance dept. My criminal justice professor went over and beyond in helping me 
figuring out my transfer to a 4-year institution. 

MA Guidance: advising is poor and many students feel able advising help with scheduling and or career planning is horrible at 
every campus. 

MA 
There were very few flaws on my experience at NOVA. The only thing I can think of is the staff at the writing center. I have 
been there once as a requirement for a class, and I did not get my work analyzed critically enough on my opinion. I believe 
my paper was looked over by a fellow student, I would feel more comfortable having my paper looked over by a 
professional. 

MA I had a few professors who were not good teachers. I taught myself calculus, economics and science. 
MA Just that it took me so long… but that was it.  NOVA’s fault. 

MA I didn’t really experience any major problems except it was a pain to deal with parking to take a test or talk to a counselor 
since I took ELI classes and didn’t need to buy a parking permit. 

MA 
I did graduate, but have not received my diploma yet because whoever was the person in putting my courses missed one 
of my classes (or omitted), therefor I have not received my diploma. “I hope after this you will be able to send me my 
diploma”. 

MA Counselors did not tell me that getting a major in general studies would not be accepted to transfer to 4-year college. My 
parents and advisor at JMU told me so I was able to change my major to social science and complete the A.S. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MA Advising: counseling. 
- Unprepared: teachers. 

MA 
On two occasions, I went to the testing center to take an exam, and the air conditioning wasn’t working. It was very difficult 
to concentrate. (Summer 95 degrees outside) also, I felt very uncomfortable walking through the wooded area in the back. 
I had to park in the back by the meters near the outdoor stadium. 

MA The advising with the counseling department below average. I always felt that I understood less I walked out of the 
counseling department. Perhaps they could care more or add more counselors. (Manassas Campus). 

MA Professors who spoke in heavy accents made it difficult to learn. (Math dept). 

MA Parking. 
- Cafeteria. 

MA Need better lunch rooms w/ affordable prices. Why a parking fee? 
MA None. 

MA The math department needs help – lots of help. 
- The cafeteria and food service got better with the intro of the new company at Manassas, but needs to be expanded. 

MA Scheduling could be a pain at times, scheduling for the correct classes/receiving guidance and being advised as far as 
what classes are needed, was at times, frustrating. 

MA Advising, very rushed. 

MA The poor responses of NOVA counselors and lack of returning phone calls. Not taking time for students who needed 
personal explaining about courses and getting help about important matter. 

MA At times it was a struggle finding classes in the evening. 

MA 
Counseling! My first semester at NOVA was wonderful. The counselor told us what classes to take making everything 
simple. Came along the next semester and they expected for you to know everything. Before they just looked up your 
degree progress report, now they make you print out 10 pages to show you what you might /might not already know. It is a 
waste of paper when the cancellers can easily just look it up. Mostly experienced this at the Manassas Campus. 

MA Different comments and advice from the advisors. 

MA 
Facility advisors should spend more time with the students. I always felt rushed when I would go in to speak with them. 
Just went back in recently and they were no help when I asked about credible accounting classes that could be used for 
the CPA requirements they told me to go online instead of helping me. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MA 
Advising was an immense disappointment. Not one advisor ever seemed happy to help me- I always had the feeling they 
never wanted to help me because financially. I did not have to attend community college. Libby sears was the only 
professional in that entire office and I worked with her exclusively during my transfer process. 

MA Advisement never told me the same thing twice. Some seemed annoyed that they had to help me. 

MA 
Not very well guided for transferring some of the professor were just a joke and nothing serious about their job or teaching 
skills. Personally I had at least 4 inept professors and I have heard about 2 more really bad teachers. Just a shame for a 
college level education. 
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 
MEC Campus I attended was located in Springfield which is 20 miles away from my house. Community was the major problem. 

MEC 

It took me 4 years to get into the DNH program on the last yr. of getting rejected I spoke w/ the Dean of the Program I told 
her that I had straight A’s I didn’t know why I wasn’t getting into the program. She let me in that year due to the fact that I 
knew other students that had gotten in that year w/ poor grades. 
- There needs to be an interview process to get into Allied Health programs as well as a more organized acceptance 
process. 

MEC 
Poor lab visuals – out of date! 
- Lab was poorly run at first but did seem to improve. 
- Felt like I was a number – no one knew me. 

MEC Faculty that doesn’t care. Student employees are rude and incompetent. 
- Incompetent instructors!!! 

MEC Initially it used to be the bookstore. It used to get over crowded and long lines would delay the process. However over my 
years at NOVA that improved, and the bookstore is managed a lot better now. It is much more organized. 

MEC 4 years to complete 2-year degree, family responsibilities. Nothing that had to do with what was offered through NOVA. 
MEC Certain online dental hygiene courses should not be online. 
MEC Some staff was unfair with test material and not great at explaining teaching material. 

MEC 
A couple of the professors had strong accents which made it very difficult to understand, especially when taking a very 
technical class like Anatomy and Physiology. 
- A Math and a Science teacher not monitoring class well during exams, which allowed students to cheat in a very obvious 
manner. 

MEC Courses, transferring to another university. 

MEC 
Very poor advisor help. 
- Very expensive bookstore prices – I found my books for MUCH cheaper online. 
- Very expensive snacks in the bookstore. I would not buy any food there. 

MEC Bad teachers also knowing what they teach but not very good in teaching! 
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MEC 

I didn’t feel that the program prepared me for “real world” nursing. 
- Many concepts were not properly taught to the students. 
- The nursing program had too much “busy work” and not enough hands on time. 
- The nursing program tests often did not reflect the content taught. 
- The “HESI” system; its questions are not reflective of what we are taught, and for the most part don’t make sense. The 
nursing program depends on it way more than it should. 
- Too many IT related problems (classes often missed d/t streaming issues, microphone issues, etc.). 

MEC Parking at the Woodbridge campus. 

MEC 
I was told I needed to take NAS 161 and 162 for the nursing program, but those classes do not transfer any place else, not 
even other community colleges. It was a waste of my time and money. Now it is going to take me longer in school them it 
should have. 

MEC No problems. 

MEC 

Advisor for my program was never assigned to me. Advisor for this program was not responsive to email. Teachers for this 
coding program did not respond to email and were difficult to communicate with. One teacher, Professor X, was terrible. 
Correct answers were marked incorrect all the time, and then not fixed in a timely manner. When questioned about some 
material, she could not find the answer in the textbook-she said she would get back to us but never did. We had to be her 
to go over homework questions in class. She was fond of numerous tests and pop quizzes, so much so that it seemed like 
that’s all we did. Another reason for needing to go over the homework was that she would test us on the same material, 
but without going over it in class how do we know if we are answering homework incorrectly? Prof X also routinely went 
past class ending time. Financial Aid was not knowledgeable during evening hours. Extremely frustrating. 

MEC Maybe the cafeteria, I would’ve liked to have more options. 
MEC Trying to get in touch with a counselor and signing up for the right class. 
MEC I cannot think of any. 

MEC I did not receive computer input as part of my dental hygiene education. So, I am left to learn it on the job. A dentrex class 
would be nice to other computer systems used in dental. 

MEC Some instructor skips some topics of the course. 

MEC Thief: Some student took other, I lost my staff at campus, which was my mistake 1st place but moral standard is very low. 
Taking others which was not their own and cursing word around young student’s talk was bad, and pretty bad. 
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MEC 
It was FAR TOO DIFFICULT to transfer credits from other institutions. For examples, in my massage therapy program, I 
was required to take and I credit business class. Because I already had an MBA, that class was not required, but it was 
nearly impossible to get NOVA to review the transcript and verify I didn’t need that class. 

MEC Changes made after acceptance to the RN program caused added stress and cost. 

MEC Major problem I experienced was grading systems basically because of computer based testing. There were lots of wrong 
responses marked as correct which affected my grades. 

MEC Transferring of credits was difficult because the generated requirement were not all met, so I had to get waivers and did 
not receive all of the credit from my classes at NOVA. 

MEC Disorganization, counselors not the most helpful. 
MEC Could not reach anyone knowledgeable at student services for advising. 
MEC I had no real problems. 

MEC 
Parking (especially Loudoun campus) getting out of lot can be a pain, but measures have been taken to help, which is 
nice. Also, some courses are only taught at certain campuses, which can sometimes be a pain too, but understandable. 
Other than that I can honestly say I loved my experience with NOVA and want to take nursing school with NOVA too. 

MEC I spent many years at NOVA and it was a very good experience. I did not have any problems. 

MEC Some instructors were not considerate of students outside issues. But for the most part instruction tried their best to 
accommodate students. 

MEC Technology issues weekly. 

MEC 

Parking was too expositive. 
- Parking was difficult at some of the campuses. 
- Not enough ELI classes for my program very difficult for the busy working student to get to classes in such a heavily 
trafficked area. 
- The paralegal classes were only held at Alexandria campus or ELI, Need to expand classes to other campuses. 

MEC Technical problems-MEC campus AM classes 2 large classrooms on 1st floor I was in nursing classes –we would waste 
15-45 min. per class waiting to get “problems” worked not. 

MEC Finding the pt. for clinical part was very challenging; I wish college could provide pt. for us. 
MEC None. 
MEC None. 
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

MEC The advisors were not helpful at all. No matter which campus you go to. They have no idea which classes count and which 
ones don’t or how to get a certain degree. 

MEC Can’t think of any. 

MEC 
Still having problems with writing, even though, I took ESL classes. 
- Some professors are really easy. If we look for easy professor, I does not mean, we don’t want to learn. In NOVA, I had 
some professor that I did not learn anything from them. 
- In UWO, if we look for easy professors, we still learn from them and their exams all challenging. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

WO 

Lack of regulation of rules. 
- Ex: there were always people smoking on non-smoking areas. 
- The library was noisy and impossible to use for serious study. 
- In both instances no one did anything about it. 

WO My advisor was terrible! 

WO The biggest problem I experienced at NOVA was the availability of courses some of the classes I needed filled up too fast 
or were not offered at times that worked for my schedule. 

WO Poor advising. Counselors were not helpful. 
WO Problems I had were minimized by working with the professor and disability services so that they were no longer major. 
WO Some faculty officers are not polite. 

WO 
Many terrible teachers (no interest, bad explanations, poor writing skills, bad attitudes, protected by tenure). Any time I 
had a small issue, I knew it would take hours of phone calls and being bounced from office to office to solve it. Very little 
logic used –too much bureaucracy/red tape. 

WO None. 

WO The only problem I have ever had was the cafeteria. I wish there were healthier choices and longer hours for night 
classes. 

WO Parking and access to healthy food, most foods that are available in the cafeteria is fast food. 

WO 
The major problems I had was some of the counselors wasn’t polite. I didn’t enjoy some of the professors because of how 
I felt unorganized lectures or emails I sent never get replied back. I just don’t like some of the people working in the offices 
at NOVA. I felt the workers don’t show proper respect. The parking service was terrible. There weren’t enough parking 
spots for us. The cafeteria served a lot of fried foods and had no fruits or salads. 

WO On my last (second to) counseling session I was advised incorrectly on the final classes I needed. I saw the head 
counselor and she corrected this error. 

WO 
Some core classes weren’t adequate. 
- Most employees were rude (Financial Aid). 
- Parking is horrible (fines are too high). 
- Not enough meters. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 
WO None. 
WO Way too many to mention. Facilities, parking, quality of instruction, size of classes. 
WO None. 
WO Advising staff’s front desk at Manassas Campus very rude and not attentive. 

WO 
Advising! I took classes I didn’t need, and almost didn’t graduate when I did. I could have completed the program a 
semester earlier, had I been advised covertly. Teachers need to know the requirements for degrees, and know how to 
help get classes from other institutions transferred. 

WO Having to re-take a course although passing in placement exam. 
WO None, really just some glitches with the bookstore. Financial Aid. But nothing I wasn’t able to quickly resolve. 
WO Parking. 
WO To actually receive my graduate certificate, it has been difficult to reach my counselor to get it. 

WO 

Parking at Woodbridge Campus was a complete nightmare. Not enough spots and not close enough to the building. 
(Especially for a pregnant student!). 
- I received 3 diplomas from NOVA. The first 2 had the complete wrong information. I finally sent an email stating the 
mistakes and received the correct diploma shortly thereafter I changed my major, but my first major was still listed, and at 
graduation I was placed at that major instead of my major for my completed degree. 

WO Some prof. gave me the impression they didn’t even want to be there. Frustrated me. 
WO Parking for ELI students- the availability of parking for just taking exams was poor at best. 
WO Advisors were not always the most helpful. 
WO Unfortunately, not all of the professors were excellent “teachers” intelligent and knowledgeable, but cannot teach. 
WO Financial Aid caused me to miss semesters of school because of mistakes they made. 
WO None. 

WO I did not always feel that the advisors were full responsive to my inquiries and I had to press them a bit to get advice or 
information. 

WO 
I was told I had met all graduation requirements prior to transferring to GMU. I found out later that I had not met reg. A 
headache began as I went back to NOVA to take a reg. science class so all my credits would transfer. I was almost at the 
90 credit mark at George Mason so it could have been disastrous for me. But all ended well. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

WO The advising office is horrible. I was shuffled around from person to person as if no one wanted to help me. I have spoken 
to several students who have also had negative experiences (Woodbridge Campus). 

WO 
NO GOOD CALCULUS PROFESSORS!! at Woodbridge campus. 
- It’s not an easy subject so when you are forced to take it with someone with horrible reviews and you cannot understand 
them, it makes it that much harder. Please attempt to find a female to teach MTH 173, 174 etc… it will make a world of 
difference! 

WO I had been taking a variety of classes for many years but could not, eventually, work all the classes into my full-time work 
schedule in order to complete a degree. Not enough important classes available at times I could attend. 

WO The advising staff was horrible - lacked consistent information. 
WO None. 

WO The counselors weren’t very helpful with the transferring process. 
- You are on your own. No one is willing to help you with anything. The resources are poor. 

WO The Financial Aid office was not helpful. The employees were not really knowledgeable most of the time the waiting line 
was absurd. 

WO Sometimes classes offered were only given a one time. Expense of books. 

WO 
I felt like a lot of the classes were high school all over again, so it felt like a waste to take them but I had to unless I had 
other credits (I couldn’t test out of them). English was a big waste of time for me because I had done it before. Science 
was the same way. 

WO I did not have any problems. 

WO 
Finding better job placement for students. 
- Having more interactive activities for major. 
- Providing internships. 

WO 

Losing paperwork. 
- Online courses unreasonable workload. 
- Some courses were too difficult for intro. 
- Math courses were unreasonably difficult. 
- Teacher’s had heavy accents. 

WO 
The counseling department always seemed unorganized and that walk ins were a distraction and discomfort to their day. 
Unless you had an appointment, you were treated rudely. This continued through the last year and a half of my school 
time. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

WO 
Some ADJ courses I wanted to take were not offered in a term/semester. Transferring from NVCC to any becomes a 
lengthy problem since by transfer depended on the positing of my grades which were “technically” held black. Getting my 
general studies to forever to be processed. 

WO No major problems. 

WO 

In last semester professor took sick and drop class but campus got new professor but very shaky situation because that 
class I needed to graduate. 
- Computer class wasn’t what I expected. Thought it would be more hands-on. Most students don’t take computer classes 
in high school so hands on would be nice. 
-<- see above. 

WO 
The only real problem was with facilities, specifically students desks in some rooms. Some classrooms had old style 
chair/desk units that were very small and uncomfortable. If all classrooms were updated and had desks that could actually 
accommodate adults, thing would be very close to perfect. 

WO Horrible parking lot, crooned spaces and bad placement, ridiculous counselors, wasted my entire first semester on 
“GOOD” courses. 

WO Certain faculty had difficulty respecting adult’s students. 
- Developmental classes slowed down graduation process and time of achievement. 

WO Managing full time work and classes was difficult. 

WO None, there is no issue that causes for concern during my time there. 
- N/A. 

WO 

Too many professors accepting laziness from capable students, giving good grades for mediocre work and decent grades 
for poor work. In online classes, too much publisher-generated tests vs. professor-generated tests. Several professors 
didn’t have enough time to address all teaching needs adequately, they needed aides. NOVA already has the educational 
system in place. You could spend a lot of time and energy chasing the newest gadgets, models and theories, and it 
wouldn’t get you very far, because the problem is not a lack of tools, skill or process, but a lack of manpower. 

WO The advising could have been better. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 2: What were the major problems, if any, in your NOVA experience? 

WO 

Important -> while pursuing my prerequisites for the George Mason University transfer program, I was told many 
conflicting things. One math it was one set of classes I needed to take- a few months later, it was another set of class. No 
one (including the medical campus) could give me a definite answer. That was quite frustrating at times. I also felt that 
NOVA should immediately notify students (who want to pursue a RN degree via their institution) of the long waiting list for 
their RN program. Most of the other programs I incurred about were very much up front about their wait. 

WO I didn’t experience any major problems. 

WO I haven’t received my career studies certificate. 
- I really want/need it. 

WO It did not prepare me enough for a 4-year university. Grading and teachers at NOVA are for easier then teachers and 
grading at a 4-year university. 

WO Advising-basically non-existent. 
WO Some of the counselors were rude and not helpful. The front office took way too long. Parking when it snowed was awful. 

They did not remove all the snow and was much harder to park. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AL More advisement services related to career goals. 

AL 

Better career advisement. Take a more realistic approach to getting students as “close” to their career goals as 
possible. If it’s a tough industry, tell me. If I’ll need experience to get in, then provide more and better help to secure 
internships and entry level positions. Also provide more safe guards to prevent students from accidentally “degree 
hoarding”, make sure we are on the quickest and most direct route to our ideal career. 

AL Training the professors with low scores or poor reviews. 
AL See above. 

AL 
Since NOVA is a commuter school, student involvement in pretty low. Find a way to get people more involved in 
NOVA. Also work on the public’s perception of NOVA and somehow send the image that NOVA is more than just a 
community college. 

AL There were no major problems, so I can’t think of anything to improve. 

AL By hiring people who enjoy helping others and by making their books more affordable making tutors available also at 
night. I was never able to get a tutor to help me out. 

AL In terms of advising, help students applying for four-year institutes in understanding which courses will transfer; I had 
to retake statistics because it transferred as a lower-level math course. 

AL I would recommend professors to continue to push students and maintain high standards. 

AL Have more services to international students such writing workshops, public speaking workshop which is one the most 
difficult challenge that international students usually face. 

AL I feel if NOVA were to assign a counselor to each student and emphasize how important it is for each student to keep 
their counselors informed on courses, then more students would be able to transfer credits. 

AL 
I’m not sure. I would suggest offering proctoring services for less than $75.00 per test or severely discounting fees for 
alumni. I currently attend a college via distance education and I have to drive to DC just to take an exam. I live a few 
blocks from NVCC. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AL 

Start by offering more hand-on classes, even if that means adding labs to regular classes so that students can touch 
and feel the technology they are studying about. Provide Cisco routers in classrooms for students to configure them 
and work hand-on. Provide computer parts in order for students to interact with them physically not just read about 
them virtually. Offer cheaper books for students, I can’t believe prices tags in the bookstore. I stopped buying books 
from NOVA long time ago, I turn to Amazon, and that’s unfortunate. Stick with courses that the student actually needs 
at the other four-year university. If it’s not transferrable, it’s not required. Don’t treat students like they are an 
opportunity to make business, they chose NOVA because it’s affordable, don’t lose that. And finally, send me my 
diploma please!! 

AL Just as I mentioned in the previous question about the NOVA bookstore. 

AL If news such as closure are sent too late, and we had to go to school. We expect compensation at least for the gas we 
spent or travel money. 

AL We need to know more about our teachers and their past syllabus schedules to enable us know what work load they 
have and books they use. 

AL I loved the teachers. 

AL 

Improve computer lab crowding. 
- Security vigilance is must (some incidents see) car vandalism is noticed in Woodbridge parking and police ignored 
the incidence. 
- Professors need to change tests all the time. 

AL Work out the transfer issues between NOVA and GMU – too many exceptions to what transfers and what doesn’t. 

AL 
Please inform foreign students about their rights when they come here… is an American now, I wish I knew that I 
could have opened a case against her. It’s sad… I really loved my other professors… ALL OF THEM. She ruined what 
could have been a perfect experience! Other than that… everything was very memorable! 

AL Hire more teachers like the ones above.  Emphasizing in writing and critical reading. 

AL 
Hire a new English dept. at the Alexandria Campus. Stop price increase for parking; the B lot is always 75% empty 
because students park in the surrounding streets. Also, better Financial Aid dept. just because I am a white male with 
a job doesn’t mean that I don’t need of deserve a helping hand paying for my education too. 

AL 
My only problem with NOVA that I had was transferring my credits to George Mason University. I had to go back and 
forth for my credits to be transferred. Other than that. I had a wonderful two years at NOVA and would recommend 
any student to go there before transferring to a four year university. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AL 

The staff that I had to deal with in trying to get my final transcripts sent out was, on the whole, extremely unhelpful and 
unwilling to endeavor to find someone who could help me. Support staff, such as those in the registration/Financial Aid 
offices are generally patronizing, if not terse, and seem like they are under too mucho of a workload to care otherwise. 
Instruction is great- support services aren’t. 

AL Personnel should be friendly. Also, teachers should have more office hour’s availability too. 
AL Variability of teacher quality. Some were great others not so much. 

AL I do not like the advising people. They really talk to you as a foreigner and stranger. They do not have answers just a 
lot of questions. 

AL Advising services. 
AL Lower textbook prices and tuition prices. 
AL See problems above and improve them. 
AL To further improve security. 

AL 

I have changed those time counselors: Ones can’t know exactly the degree or credits to be studied, related to my 
goal. Others have simply forgotten to make me learn subjects which are useful and major. At the end, time and money 
are lost, discouraging students or even stop them studying. We wish, in this new era of renewal of teaching and 
education in USA. In the recruitment of teachers, counselors, and advisors, it might be better to instill seriously ethics, 
and really evaluate their ability, their effectiveness and efficiency in teaching both at the beginning and during that 
year. It may also be time seriously that, NOVA think to improve the quality of education and environment, to raise its 
level. Please forgive my grandsires. We have said can be subjective – we may be wrong. However, we think and act 
sincerely and for the good of people’s nation.  

AL It is very hard to get someone on the phone, or get a call bath after leaving a voicemail/in administration, (not faculty). 
AL Keep it up. You one good! 

AL Instructional services are great but I believe classroom furniture and technology in some classrooms should be 
replaced. 

AL A survey may be conducted in advance, even before printing semester’s schedule, asking students about courses 
they are interested in taking and whether they like the class to be available in the morning /evening, the campus. Etc. 

AL Teacher should become a bit stricter, and hold students accountable for their own education. Too much hand holding 
does not create much independence, which can be damaging when you transfer to a four-year institution. 

AL Have instructors advise students of their resources when they have questions. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AL I think that if a type of walk-through transition program or mentorship program that students can choose to go to based 
on their individual interests (i.e. GMU, VCU, UVA, etc.). 

AL Possibly, prepare students for a 4-year university. 

AL 
Be cautious of who you hire, and the professionalism they up-hold if you say no cell-phones are allowed in a advising 
office, the employee’s (work-study student’s) should not be having personal “loud” conversations as I stand there NOT 
being helped. 

AL Get better counselors who actually care and know how advise correctly. 
AL Instruction and services seem to meet a community college academic standard. 

AL I think department heads need to go down to the class room and observe the teaching process. 
- Also they need to open a discussion forum with the students. 

AL Classes should be taught with books that have an online course help. 

AL I think everything is OK at NOVA. But I like to say that Alexandria’s Campus service is much better than Annandale’s 
because I always found my answers at Alexandria’s offices and also more friendly and cozy. 

AL Improve security especially in parking area due to a couple robberies that happened in the past. 

AL After my advisor left, I attempted to make contact about my diploma and was shifted all over by phone to never 
actually get my problem solved. It would be nice to actually have my diploma. 

AL 
Classes which are important to transfer students can be improved. Example, for engineering students some classes 
can be eliminated from the curriculum and add another course that help the students when they transfer to four year 
college. For civil engineer student  e limina te            

AL 

A more challenging curriculum… at least for students able to dedicate themselves academically. The courses always 
felt like they were assuming you worked at least part time and only had spare hours for school, thus the work load and 
expectations academically were very low. I’d have liked more opportunities to truly challenge myself like I’ve felt at my 
current 4-year university. 

AL I loved everything about NOVA. 
AL Offer more classes to choose from in the learning since majority of students are working students. 
AL To provide e couple of student county activity outdoors w/ house in spring to bump students together. 
AL Offer more classes in Arlington or Rosslyn… closer to workforce. 
AL Provide shuttle service from campus-campus. 
AL By keeping up its good standard. 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AL 
I think NOVA should greatly put some attention to counselors. Each counselor tells you different things. I wanted to 
teach middle school and they gave me elementary studies to follow later when I was graduate I had to change it to 
general studies in a rush. 

AL 

Make the guidance system clearer and more helpful. Have one advisor assigned to a student so that there is a clear 
system in place, and one advisor responsible if a question or concern goes unanswered or uncertified. As it is now, 
there is recourse for a student whose needs have been neglected; the buck is simply passed from counselor to 
counselor who know they will never be held responsible for half-assign their jobs. There should be a supervisor whose 
contact information should be available to student for greater accountability on the part of the guidance office. 

AL Keep up the good work. I recommend NOVA to all my friends who haven’t started college yet. 

AL 

On behalf of my fellow students, parking services continues to be the worst aspect of the NOVA experience. There are 
insufficient metered spaces for the growing student population at the Alexandria Campus, as well as virtually no 
visitor/guest parking. Also, for students that are only taking one course per semester, or right-week session, there 
should be a cheaper parking permit available. $75.00 is outrageous for a permit if you are only taking one two-credit 
course! 

AL 
When students bring laptop to a library, they have to do some configuration to access the internet. But if they could 
just connect to the college’s network using their login name and password, it will be easier. 
- More parking spaces. 

AL 
Require not just a working knowledge of the English language for all professors, but a Anent and clearly 
understandable knowledge of our language. Communication is key for the success of not only students, but also 
instructors. 

AL Instruction is great; administration needs to be reminded to help, not binder, students. 
AL Continue to offer quality classes taught by quality teachers. 
AL Work study programs are the field. 

AL 
The counselors were not nice to work w/. They always talked to me like I should already “know” things. The always 
point to the website and pushed me out the door. The counselors expected teachers to inform, teachers expect 
counselors ranch out. No one wants to help; they just want to get off work. 

AL Cut the crap, if a class is a requirement it should be offered in person at least once during the regular school. Year 
(hybrid doesn’t count). 
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 Alexandria Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AL 

Guidance is an area that most needs improvement. NOVA is a community college, which usually indicates a 2-year 
program. In today’s changing world my thought is that the majority of people go there to get job skills. They need to be 
able to get them quickly and get a job. In web design for example students should know that they need to start 
working on a portfolio from the beginning. Something they can show a potential employer and be proud of. This would 
motivate them possible even more than a “grade”. In today’s world you have a lot of folks losing their jobs for all sorts 
of reasons. The whole process of looking for a job has changed. Where years ago you had so many jobs listed in the 
Sunday Washington post, it could take hours to go through it looking. Now, of course everything is on line. Although 
this has gone on for a while now, there are more computer illiterate folks out there than you would think. (Or maybe 
not just quite computer literate enough?) Where on the internet can they find a job that is a good fit? Has need of their 
skills? A job with a reasonable commute?  

AL Can’t think of anything. 

AL NOVA has been very flexible with helping me with everything that needed. I think NOVA should where doing what it’s 
doing because I have been expressed with NOVA on every have. 

AL 
Add more evening classes. 
- Improve cafeteria food choices. 
- Keep parking, costs down. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AN 

Have advisors that know. 
- Exactly what to do for transfer. 
- Students, not everything. 
- Can be addressed in a piece of paper. 

AN Create a more robust Engineering A.S. to match 4-year institutions in area. 

AN 
Make classes more challenging. 
- Have better food options on campus. 
- Improve student – advisor relations. 

AN Fire the teachers with bad ratings. 

AN 

Many students are confusing about their future careers and really need a helpful counselor; in addition some declare 
their major but not good at using computer. They don’t need a counselor or advisor who tell them go look online! 
Please, ask the advisors be happy to help students. So everyone when (if students know everything, there is no need 
for counselors or advisors. Please do your job, we need to sit down and go step by step). 
- They graduated from NOVA, they are proud of the school that change their life. With these changes more and more 
students will choose NOVA for their first order, primary. 
- Thanks! 

AN Bring better instructors for the life science courses. 
AN Counselor we like brick wall… well few of them I am just being honest. 

AN Counseling was only so-so. Increase online access to engineering classes. Update transfer agreements more 
frequently. (Strayer was fairly outdated resulting in my needing to take more classes there.) 

AN Train and make sure the advisors are competent. Even Mason advisors agreed. Only because of Mason advisors did 
ALL my credits transfer. 

AN 
Increasing the touch pad access B building was a great Improvement. I suggest that the heads of the admin. Depts., 
and the president of the college, spend a day going around campus in a wheelchair to help them understand the 
situation and pinpoint future improvements. 

AN Accounting classes should prepare student better regarding the write–up of the major financial statement, and talk 
about the differences between GAAP and IFRS. 

AN Kinder more presentable staff. They should be more polite and respectful and organized. Please provide better food. 
AN More preparation for students who are interested in transferring to a four-year university for the course work they’ll 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

receive. 

AN 

Well informed advisors. 
- Cleaner bathrooms. 
- More available equipment in the science labs. 
- In terms of campus cleanliness, more cigarette things around campus for the smokers, there were so many cigarette 
butts on campus. 
- Recycling services. 

AN Great instructors, I love and miss them a lot. 

AN 

Add additional physics instructors to the Annandale Campus. 
- Keep up with the good work. 
- Only have instructors that have at least a master’s degree teaching lectures in their area of interest. 
- Other students or non-credentialed personnel should not be permitted to lead lectures. 

AN Get the guidance department and the transfer office on the same page. 

AN I think the process for declaring a major was confusing and unclear. Some staff members had no clue and did not 
provide and solutions. 

AN Get financial aid faster to students. 

AN 

Make student materials cheaper. The cost of books and supplies is outrageously expensive for a community college. 
Make parking passes more affordable. Re-evaluate administrative service and the demeanor of those that are dealing 
with the students as they often seem unhappy and overworked. Do something about the Woodbridge Campus parking 
lot. It is terrible and is entirely too large of a distance to walk if you have to park in the furthest parking spot. 

AN More parking and food options at Loudoun campus. 
AN As far as the IT major goes, I wouldn’t change a thing. 
AN The teacher’s need to engage with the student providing information easily so student can understand. 
AN Enforce academic advising and counseling services. 

AN Prepare students better. 
- Improve counseling services. 

AN Experience!! Very pleased overall. 

AN The Annandale Campus dining services could use an upgrade. Hire engineering instructors other than civil, electrical / 
Computer and Mechanical. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 
AN Advising center should be more “advising” have better knowledge of classes. 
AN More attention to detail, individual. 
AN Hire more advisors/counselors who care more about the future of the students. 

AN 

Admin should know who to ask/where to go to answer student questions outside of their understanding; should not try to 
guess best answers. 
- Biggest problems to fix that I have seen w/ transfer students at UVA: 
- Series classes (math, and to a lesser degree, languages) do not meet criteria expectations for next level at different 
school; must retake classes. 
- Students never visited transfer office, didn’t know their class wouldn’t transfer (ex: guitar It does not meet arts/music 
Req. elsewhere). 
- Not ready for 30-50 page weekly assigned reading. 

AN Lower parking fees. 
AN More programs of study- I wanted to get a criminal justice associates but it was not offered. 
AN Hire better qualified instructors with classroom experience. I took two classes with people who had never taught before. 
AN I love NOVA! Everything is awesome! 

AN 
Instruction: pay attention to professors who don’t have their whole heart in teaching their students. Get rid of them 
because they’ll never prepare students for future. 
- Services: hire faculty who want to help students. I’ve ran into a few staff members w/ nasty attitudes! 

AN I would love if NOVA opens in Maryland! 
AN Nurturing students; extensions, extra credit, and for students desiring advancement pessimism preceded proactive. 

AN 
Please hire qualified and caring advisors and counselors. Most of them cannot advise students or help them with their 
problems. I was able to transfer w/o a problem thanks to Mrs. X. All my friends transferred to her because they were 
upset w/ their previous advisors. 

AN Medical campus administrative assistants and a counselor especially need to be more trained. (Less knowledge or no 
email responses). 

AN Bureaucracy : 1. Teach me how to spell it. 
- 2. Improve yours. Course connections and transfers are long and difficult. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AN 

- I would have been more prepared for Mason if more was expected from me for subjects that involve difficult/multiple 
concepts like Math subjects and Accounting or Finance. (Of course help resources to meet the higher expectations as 
well) student would also benefit if NOVA provided teachers that would not only test but teach students how to take 
exams with tricky questions and lengthy exams. 

AN ADVISORS. I sought so many different ways to learn about things because advisors aren’t really helpful. 

AN I think NOVA is a great way to see if college is something for you. I don’t regret going to NOVA straight after high 
school. They did a great job preparing me for a 4–yr university. 

AN Don’t allow bad or lazy teachers to continue with the college, especially part-timers, just because they are friends’ with 
the asst. div. dean. Encourage “tired” teachers to RETIRE. 

AN Can NOVA play the lottery? 

AN I honestly cannot think of anything. NOVA was the best decision I make regarding my education. Every aspect of my 
community college education was wonderful. 

AN -Focus on living advising counselors that are genuinely motivated to help students. 
- Improve the technical services by replenishing the computer systems. 

AN Hiring compassionate individuals in the Financial Aid office and advising center would greatly benefit NOVA. It would 
encourage students to as le for make me want to recommend NOVA to future students. 

AN NOVA provided me with an excellent base for my education. 

AN Offer more sections of in-demand courses. Not much improvement heeded in that area but it would be size to have 
more sections for better class times. 

AN The entire instructors an how to use an application should be included and not included another class, of no relation! 

AN 
NOVA needs more staff supports for the Financial Depart. Also, maybe a lot more variety of class schedules. There was 
this one elective class that I wanted to take but its schedule never fit into my schedule. (I usually changed my work 
schedule to fit my core classes). 

AN 

Observe the faculty on site on regular basis! 
- Improve advising skills or replace advisors! 
- Improve the cafeteria. 
- *Hoping that this survey will initiate the authorities to take action and not only use the good applications to rate their 
institute! 
- *I have unfortunately wasted almost 4 years at a 2-year institution. I have studied very hard and was lied to several 
times by the advisors. Do something about this and don’t just read over or toss the surveys somewhere! Very regretful 
for attending NOVA! 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AN Make students earn their grades. Train academic counselors to be more helpful in explaining the process a student 
must go through to graduate and the routes to take. 

AN 
1. More qualified teachers for evening classes. 
2. Availability of all classes for evening or weekend sessions. 
3. A better awareness of the needs of students who work full-time. 

AN Weed out the bad teachers and improve advising system. 

AN 

I think overall NOVA is a great start to prepare you for continuing your education to a four-year degree. I’m glad I came 
to NOVA before going to my university now because I won’t be in too much debt because I’m only doing 2 years at Old 
Dominion University, I like how NOVA is somewhat affordable. Also I do like the guaranteed admissions; to help 
students get into a university. 

AN They should at least allow students to work in places as long as there is no disruptive behavior. They could at least 
provide a little make space for students to work together on projects. 

AN 

More people on staff to be helpful. And also services to be more options food is very expensive for students to be 
honest. As well as tuition is extremely high! And the parking is inconvenient at times as well as the library I hate going to 
the library because it’s overcrowded and honesty no place to really just collect and study, more places. Good job with 
the CA building maybe the library and cafeteria can be upgraded too. 

AN Some part–time workers who work at service center are not nice to people. If they are not enthusiastic about servicing 
people, they should change their job. 

AN 
Better career and plan services at NOVA. Career/planning center needs to be larger with more knowledge not just give 
out material you can find on the internet that not why we came to the career center. I hope these three areas improve 
for future students. 

AN Bring more technology into the classroom. Convince the tenured staff that technology belongs in the lesson plan 
regardless of the subject being taught. 

AN I think opening the Reston campus was a great idea. It is very convenient and pretty vibrant for such a small campus. I 
think NOVA has a good thing going good diversity. I’m not sure that I would change anything. 

AN 
Make sure the tutoring center, the libraries, or other resources are up to date with current class text books. Make sure 
old text books are replaced with the new for students to use. Also, CD’s or any other educational material is current and 
up to date at all campuses. 

AN Offer bachelor’s degrees! 
AN Cater more to business professionals trying to obtain their degree later in their careers. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 
AN No idea. 
AN More academic emphasis on library materials, more demanding course curriculum. 

AN 

Conduct a research how to train students in the 21st century. 
- Taking those students with different learning capacity in to account. Means shall be forced to detect the capacity of 
different students and train them accordingly. Profit oriented school system shall be challenged by competitiveness of 
the school. 

AN Send out emails for deadlines. 
- Should go over transfer guide which students want to transfer. 

AN Some professors did not seem to care for students; a majority of my professors did take care of their students. 
AN More weekend courses or double weekend all day courses (those were extremely helpful to me). 

AN More rigorous and consistent assignments. A grading system which is fair and less forgiving to those who don’t do the 
work. 

AN None. 

AN I suggest strengthening NVCC’s advising services. There were a few times I walked away from an advisor feeling like I 
wasn’t helped as much as I anticipated. 

AN 

NOVA should start evaluating the adjunct staff in the beginning of the semester by monitoring how many students have 
dropped out of that instructor’s class. The students of staff who work in computer labs should be allowed to de their HW 
and assignments on job but must not be allowed to watch you tube, play games, and any liked of social media use. 
Those student works are the worst service provides in NOVA. There should be a check if they are doing the job they are 
getting paid for. 

AN Take out people that don’t want to be there, better segmentation of services to the populations in attendance and their 
motivations. 

AN Econ 103 and econ 104 do not provide a foundation for students seeking a bachelor’s degree in Economics. Many 
aspects of beginning economics are missed and are too focused on book study then current events. 

AN 
Advising: have more advisors during and after the beginning and end of semester. 
- More parking spaces. 
- Have professional front desk help. 

AN Make it harder to better prepare students for the real world. 
AN Keep the travel and tourism program. 
AN I think NOVA does a great job overall. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 
AN Better foundation should be laid out at the beginning of each semester as to what is expected. 

AN Focus on educational capacity of its students, some, like me have the potential of success and it is not noticed or 
doubted I am honored roll student in my college. 

AN Find better professors. 

AN The online program is good. They should stop saying work at own pace and still give deadlines and drop you from the 
class. 

AN NOVA worked out great, and I had no major issues with anything. Construction was annoying, but necessary. 

AN 
(business Admin Suggestions). 
- Maybe, requiring more “team”-based projects. I know that is more students are working FT or PT but even offering in-
class “team projects” so students are required to work together and get to know each other. 

AN Not have faculty/teacher advisors. Advisors should be more aware of the new programs offered in 4-year universities! 
AN Just be there more for me students that call and leave messages, have the right knowledge. 

AN Make it mandatory to have annual advising meetings to follow up on student’s curricula and specific objective. 100% of 
my NVCC friends said they’d wish to have had clearer guidance. 

AN The Guidance in transferring to 4-year universities needs to be smoother. 

AN 
In counseling, counselors should follow-up with students with these concerns, they should have books or guides that 
would help students on what career they want to pursue, and should take more stops on how to help students when 
choosing a career. 

AN 
Make instructors and students accountable. Teachers need to stay in the classroom during tests. Also student who are 
playing around with all phones and laptops during class need to be dismissed. It is very disrupter to students who are 
there to learn. 

AN 

More hand-on lab activities for biology, chemistry majors. 
- Partner with mark for student/faculty discounted bus passes. 
- More parking opening. 
- More flexibility in the available classes. 
- Thank you for your inquiry and for caring about us. 

AN 

Professor-wise, like I said, they are awesome. I’m dealing with amazing faculty at GW but I definitely miss some of my 
teachers at NOVA. However, I remember the first day I walked towards my advisor to tell him I want to major in 
international affairs, and he recommended that I should major in nursing instead… please, please work on student 
activities. I was in every club possible, but there’s no motivation! 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

AN Keeping the same professors! 
- Dr. X has always been an inspiration to me. 

AN 

There is a female counselor who has a snotty attitude every time at the medical campus. 
On the information for FAQ prerequisite info put that you can do a lot of sequences. 
- A&P1, A&P2 chem1 and chem2 and micro or medical A&P1 &2. 
- Not knowing I had to take 2 sessions of chem. Prior to micro set me back a year! When I could have taken chem. And 
A&P side by side it I was given the correct information. 

AN 
Avoid professor’s verbalizing personal political opinions during lectures! I felt offended by one professor’s continual 
comments deriding a certain political group. Students shoved not feel coerced or intimidated into agreement with a 
particular viewpoint. This was not even a political science related class I refer to. 

AN Its online professors need to be checked at for the kind of teaching. 

AN Promote their services more such as the writing center because they will help the students but they might not know they 
are available. 

AN I believe the process for student aid should be quicker. I waited nearly a month into a semester before I know I was 
approved. If I were denied I may have used my study time pursing other things. 

AN Recommend that NOVA become a 4-yr. institution so that students can pursue a better employment opportunity. 

AN The only advice would be to offer two part courses together each semester, always make it so if one part was 
completed the previous semester, the next part should be available the next. 

AN Have more in-class observers (even for full-time employees) to make sure they’re good teachers. I wondered why some 
of them were hired. 

AN 
Keep up the good work. 
- Improve the feel and environment design of the classrooms. Make sure the international professors are 
understandable. A lot sadly have thick accents and it is very, very difficult to understand/communicate with them. 

AN Hire counselors that know what they are doing. 
AN Do real evaluations of the instructors. 
AN Get rid of the blue book. I felt like I was writing in a 3rd grader’s journal in that wide-ruled paper back. 

AN Hire more competent staff. I know so many students that have wasted time and money due to lack of competence of 
staff. Also security needs to be more mobile. I don’t ever think I’ve seen security personnel in my three years at NOVA. 

AN NOVA I like the way is now. 
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 Annandale Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 
AN To have understandable professors. 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

LO Part-time teachers should be advised to teach better and work with students to improve their grades. 

LO 
Make the CS program more like George Mason. Teach them Unix, python and C. make the program more rigorous, but 
include tutors or labs to assist the students, teach good technique. Leave feedback and give good examples. Use more 
technology in curriculum, like YouTube, piazza, Google, or tablets. 

LO Evaluate potential professor’s attitude towards student’s education before hiring. 
LO NOVA needs career center to help students learn more about their major. 
LO Require all instructors to interact regularly with students. 
LO Add online research methods for psych class. 
LO Continue to expand the classes’ structure of learning to transition students into a four-year program. 
LO See above. 

LO Use better strategies to help students who are more interested in the classes of ESL. Thank you so much for my NOVA 
education. 

LO Need more private study areas: most spaces are open and have groups that are too loud. 
- Get better food services. 

LO More/longer counseling hours. 
LO I still love NOVA though. 

LO NOVA needs to help students in areas of employment, such as “how to write resume” or “how to market self”. 
- NOVA should consider a job fair for students. 

LO Lower your prices, hire teachers willing to instruct in the evening hours, but not for too long into the evening. Need to 
be more accommodating for students working full-time. Maintain a non-bias, pro-American attitude. 

LO Faculty/instructors are usually excellent. Rest of staff just needs to start caring. Because you’re guiding someone 
towards his/her futures and can really screw someone over just because they hate their job. 

LO I truly believe NOVA is an amazing college. But, I also believe their academic advising is awful… if this problem is 
fixed, NOVA would be perfect. 

LO More available. 
LO See my answer for previous question. 
LO NOVA needs a career center. 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

LO Offer clear course schedules for full time students. Better advising on degree programs. 

LO Increase, hiring. Financial Aid is chronically understaffed; despite only recently pulling service members out of the first 
of two theatres of combat, there is still no full-time, on-campus veterans advisor. 

LO 
NOVA has everything students needed. Although it’s not really expensive compared to the other institutions but parking 
passes are very expensive for students. The other improvement can be done by NOVA is books for each term are very 
expensive especially in science courses and they change the edition or text book easily so students have to pay a lot. 

LO More on campus activities lounges food. 
LO See above. 
LO Keep using updated technology and improve campus esthetic. 

LO Add more counselors, the people to assist during registration, and the help desk. NOVA used to be more personable 
with its students and as my time ended there, that was changing. 

LO It can be improved by actually following up with student’s complaints. 
LO More advisors and Financial Aid personnel at Campus. 
LO More care and attention in the advising office would greatly improve NOVA and the success of its students. 
LO Better advising. 

LO 

The grading should get more difficult. At NOVA I was a good student with GPA 3.75 and at George Mason my GPA 
was dropped a lot. I believe that at NOVA teachers were more easy-going. So they should be more serious about 
grading when the students go to graduate school they are familiar with hard grading. There should be more group 
projects. 

LO I think NOVA could improve the above by holding professors to a higher standard and demanding more from their 
students. 

LO Please find more funding for the music recording tech dept. also hire teachers that are up to date with current gear and 
computer programs. 

LO Stop making kids pay for parking!! Get some art counselors! Not everyone wants to go to VCU for art! 

LO 
Services are fine, especially transcript services. They rock!! 
- But review current teachers annually, read the evals and follow up! 
- Also: NOVA- Loudoun should work to be NKBA- certified! 

LO 
I think less emphasis should be put on micromanaging the students’ conduct. It almost felt like I was in high school. 
Again all other universities are not as strict with their attendance policies (not every teacher was strict) I think if you 
make class interesting, the students will want to be there. 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

LO I didn’t drive, but I had to hear complaints almost every day about how parking passes cost too much. While I was there 
it seemed the price went up $25.00 every semester. Lower the price! 

LO They need to reach out for better instructors. 
LO Be more thorough on math class. 
LO More knowledgeable counselors. 
LO NOVA is amazing I would not change anything. 

LO 

I really actually found some of my adjunct professors to be most valuable. They taught more interesting information 
than some of my full-time professors. I wish I had more adjunct professors. Also, make the transfer process easier to 
navigate. It was very complicated and I really had no one to help me. Transfer services acted like I was even bothering 
them at times. 

LO To expand the size of its campus and to offer 4-year programs. 

LO Hire teachers that care. A lot of teachers I had over extended themselves and wouldn’t show but in-turn would be more 
relaxed w/ grading. 

LO 

Add a class that can be transferred to VT. The Virginia tech class in ENGR 1114. This class is a requirement to enter 
any engineering, major, and NOVA does not have any class that can be transfer. Therefore, some students lose a 
semester at Tech because of that class. It would be great  if NOVA would offer a class that requirements of ENG1114 
to transfer it to Tech. 

LO Hire nice people with good customer service skills to be in the parking service depart. 
LO Better guidance. 
LO Pay closer attention to student complaints/acknowledgements about professors. 

LO 

Give students honest recommendations as to what classes will transfer (and be accepted) at a 4-year. I would’ve gladly 
waited for them to make a phone call to make sure (especially after I knew what 4-year I wanted to transfer to) or to 
wait for an email before signing up for classes. Note: the 4-year doesn’t provide advising to non-current students. 
- Provide more help in the library during buying and selling season(s). 
- Help prepare students that will be transferring to a 4-year university prepare for the transition, and the harder 
workload. 

LO Seems pretty good- maybe more online courses. 
LO Teachers who love his or her job. 
LO More focus on programs and student services. 
LO Maybe having more orientation to International students. 
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 Loudoun Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

LO 
Sensitizing the counselors to “green” students would be helpful. Other than that, I don’t feel qualified to answer this 
question as I completed my degree requirement through ELI and I had minimal interaction with school staff or 
resources. 

LO 
Hire better advisors. 
- Have better training for people working in admissions office. 
- Have more advanced labs. 

LO NOVA need to improve its services, by guiding the freshman that comes in straight from high school. The student 
should have a vision of their goals and graduation date! In that way we can finish in only 2 years. 

LO Pay faculty in IT more to attract better faculty. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MA Increase parking options! 
- Have more diverse classes. 

MA None. 
MA Have counselors better informed!!! 

MA 

Better co-ordination of services between departments-both administrative and instructional. A FAQ guide for distance/ 
non-traditional/ online learners that includes a centralized contact directory and information available on each campus, 
and links to related degree/course /requirements. A point of contact person specifically for non-traditional/ non- 
resident learners. 

MA 

Pretty much everywhere. You need better trained counselors, professors that care about the futures of the students, 
and more available computers for use for students, in technical areas of study. Seriously, you took away the IT 
computer lab and made us compete for computers with everyone else who was using Facebook! This was 
outrageous. NOVA is definitely more interested in my money than my education. 

MA Making sure the professors are qualified enough to be teaching the subject they are teaching. 

MA 
Get better counselors and advisors who are knowledgeable about programs offered at NOVA. Do something about 
people not receiving their diplomas, my spouse requested his 5 times and still never received it. When we called to 
ask where it was, we were told there was nothing they could do. 

MA More parking for handicapped people. 
MA Get rid of all current counselors. 

MA 
Some instructors do not care about what they are teaching and it is noticeable. Someone who cares about what they 
are teaching always had a better understanding of the material and could explain the information with clarity. Some 
teachers gave a lot of busy work. Those that did not give busy work captured the attention of students. 

MA Some professors are hard to understand and communicate with because of language. 

MA 
Unfortunately, the work load at NOVA was not indicative of the work load at JMU. I think a better correlation between 
credit hours would help. My 16 credit work load at JMU would be equivalent to 24-30 credit hours at NOVA. I do not 
have a suggestion for how to bridge the gap. 

MA Have prof. that know and have a passion for what they teach. 
MA Easier access to counseling services. It was impossible to get in. 
MA More information technology security courses, this is a big industry and a concentration at GMU. 
MA Have the teachers have some office hours. Have the teachers be more available for email discussion. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MA Provide proper training to the advisors, especially at Manassas Campus. Improve heating/cooling systems. Provide 
class toward (international relations) program. 

MA By giving more visual aids and interacting with the students instead of letting them slide by so they can just graduate. 
Take the time to make young adults smarter please!! 

MA More specific classes. 
MA Integrate campuses; provide equal services for evening students. 
MA Offering certain courses at all campuses instead of at select campuses. 
MA Teachers could speak more clearly. Some didn’t speak English very well and I couldn’t understand at all. 
MA Everything is great. 
MA I have no suggestions for improvement since I was very satisfied with my experience at NOVA. 

MA Advising is key. I feel that if it was a little more welcoming, it would make students feel more comfortable in asking the 
questions they had without feeling rushed/pressured lo leave. 

MA Better food options on campus. 
- Better/More parking. 

MA Have better communication and caring advisors/guidance counselors to help students. 

MA Many professors teach students “how to pass an exam” while in university, students are tested on knowledge of the 
material.”  With some people view NOVA as “the BTH grade”. 

MA The instruction, instructors, and services at NOVA were all great, I cannot think of anything that would need 
improvement. 

MA By getting more students involved. Most of why I loved my time at NOVA is because I was very involved in student 
activities. I felt like it was my school – not just the place where I took classes. 

MA 
Some classes are mandatory but not easily available. Like ENG 112 in the summer, for example, or the one credit PE 
classes. I didn’t have a good selection from my home campus (although I easily found one on another campus it was 
hard to get there after work). 

MA No. 

MA Make sure the transcripts office does a better job or more accurate job of putting the correct courses that students 
have taken into their degree progress reports. 

MA Counseling-academic- needs to be better. More specific advisement on the persons major and looking into the 4-year 
college requirement to be sure student has correct prerequisites. 
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 Manassas Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MA Parking. 
- Better training for counseling. 

MA NOVA does a great job! Thank you. 

MA At graduation, I was at a total loss. I had a 3.903 average and didn’t have a clue about the “honor” wardrobe I could’ve 
worn. Better communication to help us. 

MA Don’t know. 

MA Parking needs to cost less and the one-way road needs to be converted to a 2 way exit and enter. (at Manassas 
campus). 

MA More guidance counselors to aid in the planning of your courses would be beneficial to both parties involved, also 
newer equipment in the automotive labs is needs, as well as new computers in the auto labs. 

MA Return phone calls (not email back) and take time for the students and do what they ask not what the faculty wants. 

MA Coordinate better with GMU, VT, and UVA they did not like your course structure. Add a math class for IT like GMU. 
More database classes. 

MA Possibly have nicer staff at the Manassas Campus. As well as, possibly fix up Manassas Campus with new paint, new 
desks, or new curtains. 

MA Set one advisor to a section of students instead of using anyone available. 

MA Some teachers should be required to buy a functioning hearing aid. I had many old professors who could not hear 
their student’s questions. This required us to learn from the books instead of the teacher. 

MA 
Advising office needs a lesson in professionalism- it’s often the first contact a new student has with the college and it 
makes a very poor impression. 
- Overall, I had an awesome experience at NOVA and always recommend starting one’s higher education there! 

MA Making sure students have the same advisors when seeking help with their program of study. 

MA 
Selecting better personnel through basis of exams. Also you guys can go to Ratemyprofessor.com if the comment 
about a specific professor is something like: “I love this professor, is an easy A, he/she is easy.  If you really want to 
learn this subject, this is not a good one for that, etc.” So that can help you as a hint for whom to observe closely. 
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MEC Organize smaller group setting in nursing program and have one advisor follow you from the time you declare nursing 
your goal. It’s very confusing to navigate through. 

MEC All employees should get customer service training. 
- Incompetent instructors should NOT be allowed to teach!! Raising issue to Dean did not help! 

MEC Everything is well put together and easy to follow. The services and course work is very thorough. 

MEC I remember finding information about dental hygiene course was difficult. I did most of the research talking to different 
people to find answers. 

MEC NOVA in the right track. 

MEC Hire teachers with strong command of the English language. 
- Improve system to see a counselor waiting time is too long and unpredictable. 

MEC More reasonable book prices. 
Don’t increase tuition for in-state students. 

MEC Ask current students about it also. 

MEC 
Create a more hands-on nursing program especially in its lab (on campus). 
- Create one standard of teaching so all teachers are held to it and forced to teach and test on the same format. 
- Don’t make the students buy high-level, expensive, wordy books when all they really need to know are the “basics”. 

MEC 

Hire better teachers. Dealing with prof. X was very difficult. I also feel I was misled by NOVA about the need for 
coders in the workplace. I was not able to find an entry-level coding job- all job openings I found required five years of 
coding experience. I applied for many coding jobs anyway, despite the experience requirements- I never received a 
job interview also – I had to ask three times for my diploma to be sent to me – it took a year to finally receive it. 

MEC 
Guidance counselors tell students different information. For example: most of my counselors told me to forget about 
applying for the GMU nursing program because it is almost impossible. Then, only one counselor advised me to go 
for it, and that “it is impossible” was a lie. I listened to mine and now I’m in the GMU nursing program. 

MEC Getting advisor to help new student decide what path to take, what course to take as well what path/career you want. 
MEC By having more online courses. 
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MEC 
Some teachers were nice but should not be teaching. So, hire different teachers is that solution. There was a 
disconnect in being at the Germanna site. There was not a friendly atmosphere at Germanna. I was so glad when I 
finally got in Ms. X’s class. 

MEC 

On my major dental hygiene in NOVA; most of all students experienced that each instructor (clinical instructors; 
they’re quite number in clinical season) hold different standard of clinical teaching matters. Students (we) were 
confused a lot of times about the clinical standards. We all believed instructors need to have training session on 
clinical workshop before they teach at clinic. 

MEC 

The massage therapy program seems like “red headed step child” at NOVA. For example, at the Woodbridge 
Campus, the program had no classroom, but had to share the gymnasium.  Identical classes (same class number) 
were actually different depending on whether they were taken at Woodbridge or (over) Springfield. Better 
organization at the program level with dedicated resources (like something as simple as a classroom) and 
consistency between classes, instructors and campuses would be helpful. 

MEC Grandfather people in, if accepted before certain changes allow them to continue without that change affecting them. 
Be supportive to students. 

MEC Phlebotomy program: try to have more than one environment for clinical rotations. 
- i.e., inpatient and outpatient care. 

MEC 

Consistent review of computer-based questions and their appropriate answer choices. 
- Frequent training of staff members. 
- Fair grading scale system. 
- More grants for clinical supplies. 

MEC Better screening of adjunct professors. I had several – some were wonderful, others were not very involved or caring 
about the class. 

MEC Better training for counselors – and the nursing program needs much better organization and consistency. 
MEC Increase availability of human counselors (in addition to computer processing of students and academics). 

MEC Maybe allow more time for book buy backs (whole semester) instead of only beginning and end. NOVA has without a 
doubt made college fun and all tools and resources are easy to use and always readably available. 

MEC 50-60 years of age. Older male professors should be evaluated more closely for prejudice and digs towards student 
from different ethnic back grounds. 

MEC New IT people/staff. 
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 Medical Education Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

MEC 
Reduce parking permit fees. 
- Have more ELI classes. 
- Listen to the instructor evaluations and question the instructors getting bad reviews. 

MEC Get a new Dean in the nursing program –seriously. 
MEC More of the nursing classes should be on campus, instead of them being online. 
MEC Better camaraderie between instructors. 
MEC Teach the advisor about the college and its courses. 

MEC 

NOVA can improve it instruction by replacing some professors, so student don’t waste their time. Exam format should 
be appropriately challenging. 
- 4-year schools are tough, therefore, NOVA should change its instruction method. In 4-year school, I have to study 
really hard and I have to change my studies strategies to do well in school, but it was not the case in NOVA. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

WO Have people to make sure students follow rules and don’t bother others. 

WO NOVA could improve the instruction and services by continuing to expand their ELI services and providing more 
courses at times that seem to be in demand. 

WO Hire better professors. 
WO Make employers more aware of how important a NOVA degree is. 

WO 

Make it easier to get rid of underperforming faculty and staff!! 
- Don’t give in to publishers demands to more to newest edition of text books every year. 
- Other: I finished my general education degree. Now I’m working on my associate’s in business management before 
transferring to Mason for BS and MA. I’ve worked at NVCC for 4.5 years hope to stay for many more. 

WO Please if possible do not increase the cost. Keep the cost as low as possible. I know it can be challenging however 
try.- Thank. 

WO To hire qualified personal or provide training for current personal. 

WO 
I feel the professors and some of the people working at NOVA show students respect. Healthier food choices. The 
women’s restroom needs better cleaning. I hope the parking lots would be better service for students by adding a 
parking deck. 

WO 

Find better teachers and employees. 
- Better parking lot. 
- Redo. P.E. trail in woods. 
- Cheaper fines and more parking meters. 

WO If the student services department was a little bit more helpful. 
WO Hire capable instructors, revamp facilities, and keep bookstores open longer. 
WO None. 
WO Improve academic advising. 
WO Increase student awareness. 
WO Keep up the good work! 

WO I thought the instruction was very enjoyable and wonderful, the student services staff, meaning its counselor need to 
be more obtainable and reachable to the student they serve. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

WO Delete old majors completely, so you don’t mess up graduation and diplomas. 
- Build a parking garage at Woodbridge Campus. 

WO Be more selective about professors and have students fill out more detailed surveys about profs and their classes. 
WO For ELI students, maybe a special parking permit for exams and other infrequent parking needs. 

WO Advertise what services are available more.  SDV100 was a waste of my time and money. It did not better me as a 
college student and it did not inform me of anything I did not already know. 

WO Become more involved in advising, create clubs or have faculty advisors for the major offer a group session or 
something to interact with students. 

WO Advisors as well as Financial Aid should try to show concern to students who come to them for help.  It’s very 
discouraging to talk to people who have negative attitudes before you can even explain your problem. 

WO Reduce liberally biased teachers, it’s counterproductive to the future of this country. 
WO Allow parking passes to be transferred between vehicles. 
WO Improve accountability of staff in Advising office. 

WO 
Parking tags should be a hanging tag for the rear view mirror. 
- Ability to use one parking pass for multiple cars. 
- It’s been over 6 months since graduation and still havn’t received my associate’s degree by mail. 

WO 
What I just stated above and take time to evaluate professors. When you go to college you are paying for the teacher 
not the class. There are too many professors who don’t care and have horrible reviews from other students so…. 
Why keep them around??? 

WO I feel it is not necessarily geared toward working adults. 
WO Better advising services. 
WO Do nothing. 

WO 
Hire people who actually want to help! 
- The professors should be less inclined to turn you away. Some of them are unapproachable. 
- Lower parking permit fee! 

WO Counselor’s office should provide better advice and guidance to students. 

WO For more difficult subject matter, instruction must be given. Test must match subject matter being taught. More of a 
focus on auditory, visual and other learners. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

WO 
By having a way to test all/ show proficiency in same thing so you didn’t have to take the core classes like English 
and math. If you already know how to do it then it’s just a waste of time and money and irritation doing it all over 
again. 

WO Let military spouses who transfer and cannot attend full time graduate with honors and get listed on the Dean’s list. 
WO Offering more to students. 
WO More math tutors. 

WO 

The counselors and advisor need to be on the same page. I receive conflicting information about my graduating after 
visiting counselor twice. The register office had to work with me own a 2 month period to get my situation resolved. 
This causes me to graduate a quarter later. 
- Currently my daughter is attending NOVA and she is receiving conflicting information about her graduation. Please 
help. 

WO Have an in-depth procedure on how to transfer without one having to run around asking questions. 
WO I can’t think of anything. I really miss NOVA! If only George Mason was as accommodating to working adult students. 

WO Hire new counseling staff with half a brain, new receptionists who help and not grunt and make the counseling office 
more unbearable. 

WO More handicap parking available. 
- Better instructors who care. 

WO NOVA should make more students aware of its online instruction programs. 
WO Just be more clear and understandable. 

WO 

Give more aides to your professors, especially in harder classes such as Statistics and, yes, English 101. Do you 
realize how difficult it is to write the way you are actually supposed to write for an English 101 class? It’s extremely 
difficult to do well, and it’s an extremely important class that I don’t think enough attention is being given to. My 
professor was good, but I could tell she needed an aide. Fix your parking meters and water fountains, there is nothing 
more infuriating than losing money to a poorly maintained meter, you feel like the school is picking your pocket. 

WO Know the course policies better. 

WO 
One thing I would ask to have NOVA improve was the main counseling center. I don’t feel that I got a “good enough” 
direction from them about my degree choice which hurt me in the end. I would have liked them to take more time 
explaining the difference between an AS and an AAS. 

WO The way the HVAC program is set up, I love it. I wouldn’t change anything. 
WO More student involvement programs. Like volunteering in the community. 
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 Woodbridge Campus 
Campus Question 3: How can NOVA improve in its instruction and services? 

WO 
Try to stay current with requirements to transfer to George Mason. Also if an advisor leaves, their caseload should be 
transferred to another person. You should advise students if an advisor leaves. Also I was advised to take classes 
that did not transfer to my degree major. 
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